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THE STOCKMARKET: 

CASINO 
or avenue for 

INVESTMENT? 
In recent weeks, our 
politicians have boasted 
that the volume on the 
KLSE had exceeded even 
that of Wall Street. But is 
this something we can be 
proud of! AMAR SINGH 
suggests that the gambling 
instinct, rather than 
fundamentals, appears to 
be an important factor 
contributing towards the 
record volumes traded. 

"Mr Chan bought 30 lots of Idris 
at RM1.20 and sold at.RM3, making 
RM)4,000 in about a week." "Puan 
Salleh did even better on Granite and 
has booked a holiday in Europe for 
her whole family with her profits." 
Kumar bought 100 lots of Renong 
and made over RM50.000 in a 
couple of days witllout even having 
to pay for anytlling." 

Such comments were rife just a 
few weeks ago. Making money in 
shares seemed easy. Almost like 
child's play. Find out what is a good 
tip, place a large order on that 
counter and sell witllin a couple of 
days for a killing. 
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Everyone was doing it. Not just 
experienced investors who had seen 
the market's ups and downs over the 
years. Vegetable sellers, hawkers, 
kindergarten teachers, hairdressers, 
clerks and so on had all heard that the 
market was hot and money was to be 
made. Professionals were armnging 
their schedules so that they could 
spend their best hours at broking 
hall<> seeing the price action live. 

FEVERISH MARKET 
The atmosphere in the halls of 

brok:ing houses was electric. Before 
tmding hours, hordes would jam into 
these halls in order to get a good 
place to see the screens. By 10 am, 
one would have to squeeze to move 
through these premises. People were 
watching the screens for their 
favourite counters. Many in a crowd 
would buy the same stock. As it 
moved up 20 or 30.scn, the crowd 
would cheer as if a goal had been 
scored in a football match. Others 
would be busy writing up their or
ders to pass to their remisiers so that 
they would not miss the next counter 
tipped to run up. 

With the market getting feverish. 
more and more people who had 
never invested in the market were 
finding it hard to resist the tempta
tion to make money on a "sure tip". 
TI1e volume of trading soared to five 
times its normal levels and on 15 
April surpa~ed one billion shares 
traded in just one day. For a number 
of days. the volume on our market 
was higher than that of Wall Street. 
the world's largest bourse. 



CAUSES OF THE 
EXCITEMENT 

For more than two years the 
stock market had been listless and 
not heading in any particular direc
tion. What caused the euphoria that 
quite suddenly took the prices of 
shares on a rocket trajectory? 

It appears to have sldrted with a 
few stocks. One was Idris, a com
pany run by Ishak bin Ismail who 

TV 4 and also that it too may tnms
form itself into a timber company. 
Another counter making incredible 
gains was MRCB, which had just 
bought controlling stakes in New 
Straits Times and TV3 and wa-; ex
pected to get a piece in some 
privatisation projects. 

With these counters doubling in 
value within days, a number of in
vestors who were quick to hear the 

electricity to be sold to Tenaga) that 
would boo~1 their future profits. 

With such a potent slew of 
stories going round, many indeed 
credible, it was not surprising that it 
looked increasingly attractive to put 
money in shares. As the stories 
spread and share prices rose, further 
share price gains became like a self
fulfilling prophesy. Because people 
believed these shares would 

Find out what is a good tip, place a large order ... and sell within days for a killing ... 

comes from Penang and is said to 
have worked together with Anwar 
Ibrahim in the pa£t. With this back
ground, it wa-; easy to spread 
rumours about the company that 
would seem credible. The rumours 
mngcd from Idris taking a stake in a 
stockbroking company. to it selling 
its sight<; on a slice of either Standard 
Chartered or Hongkong Bank. A na
tional daily ran a story speculating 
that ldris would buy a timber mill in 
Sabah and that other corporate 
figures were buying shares in I <Iris to 
gain control and make it a pure Lim
ber play. 

As these rumours spread, the 
share price shot through the roof. 
From 91 sen. Idris shares reached 
RM3.30 within a month. While I <Iris 
rocketed so did Granite on specula
tion that it may get the licence for 

various stories and acted on them 
made fa<;t profits. Word spread that 
there was money to be made in the 
stockmarket. Punters jumped on 
various themes. Fuelled by specula
tion that Renong controlled com
panies may be awarded new mega 
projects to enhance their values, and 
thus build up the war chest of certain 
quarters within UMNO Baru the 
share prices of these companies 
gained considerably. 

To complete the cocktail that 
wa<; fizzing the market were the 
China concepts a.nd power plays. 
Various companies were rumow-ed 
to have secured huge contracts in 
China which were to be signed 
during the visit of our Prime Minister 
in June. And numerous other com
panies were tipped to get indepedent 
power projects (generating 
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definitely go up and started buying 
them, indeed they did rise. 

END OF THE PARTY 
But then things started to get dif

ficult. On 14 June the market hit a 
peak of 7 54 as mea<>urcd by t11e 
Composite Index (KLCI). It then 
dropped to<L'l low as676 on 25 June. 
A number of counters lost about a 
third of their value. ldris fell from a 
high RM3.72 to RM2.27, Asiatic 
slumped from RM3.58 to RMI.80, 
Siah Brothers was down from 
RM4.20 to RM2.50. Market 
favourite Renong also fell from 
RM3.08 to RM1.91. 

The counter worst hit was Union 
Paper. After seeing a high R M23 on 
14 June, it fell to a "limit down" t11at 
<tty itself (losing a third of its values 
upon which it wa-; effectively 



suspended for the trading session) to 
closeatRM16.50.lfthat was not b3d 
enough, Union Paper "limited 
down" again the next day and by 2A 
June it had sunk to RM5.60. 

The stories being heard on the 
market suddenly changed in tone. 
The tips were still there. But the ex
perience of investors did not seem so 
favourable any more. By 25 June, 
many had lost all their previous 
profits and m~. Rwnours spread of 
individuals who had bought 20 to 30 
lots each of Union Paper - much 
more than their total wealth -at close 
to its highs and within days found 
their "investment" was worth less 
than half their buying price. They 
couldn't pay for the loss and facing 
complete ruin, one investor is 
rumoured to have committed 
suicide. 

Punters who have been burnt 
retreated to lick their wounds. Many 
had used shares as collateral to bor
row money and buy more sh.'lrcs. As 
the value of the shares held as col
lateral came down, their loans were 
being called in by brokers etc. who 
had provided them with margin 
financing. Thus they were forced to 
sell most of their shares to settle the 
loons. After being forced out of the 
market, a number of investors were 

. 

then stupified to see the same 
counters rebound strongly. Some 
cursed the marlcet, others their fate. 

THE UNION PAPER 
FIASCO 

What to<* the fizz out of the 
marlcet? Investors' experience with 
Union Paper was one key reason. 
1be share price had earlier rocketed 
on speculation that the company, a 
manufacturer of toilet paper among 
other things, was to takeover 
Koperasi Usaha Betsatu Malaysia 
Bhd (KUB). When KUB officials 
announced that the deal was off, the 
share price fell like a brick, madf? 
worse, it seems, by aggressive short 
selling (i.e. selling shares one does 
not own with the idea of buying back 
later at a lower price, which is illegal 
but sometimes hard to detect). The 
result was that many investors who 
bought the shares at rather high 
prices lost a bundle as the price 
tumbled. 

Like most counters that see a 
sharp move in one direction, there is 
often a quick rebound. The stock 
exchange announced that there were 
a few shares in Union Paper that had 
been sold in default (i.e. where the 
seller could not provide scripts for 
sh.'U'CS sold) and that it would imple-

~~·- ... - ~~ t. _;.-t_, 
-~·.-- ' _ _.___ ..-... - """'*"" - ~ -

menta forced buy-in on behalf of 
these sellers at 25% above the 
market price. In anticipation of the 
higher prices necessary to execute 
the buying-in, punters bought back 
the shares with renewed vigour. 

After two days of trying to buy 
the shares necessary to cover the 
default selling, KLSE only managed 
to buy a quarter of the four million 
shares required. Those who held 
Union paper shares were generally 
unwilling to sell them to meet the 
demand for the buying in anticipat
ing higher prices given the huge size 
of the buying-in to be executed. Not 
being able to get the shares they 
needed, KLSE deemed that the 
counter was cornered and suspended 
its trading so as to complete the 
buying-in. Once the counter was 
suspended, most punters were eager 
to dispose of their shares at 
RM 15.20, 25% above the last traded 
price. Most knew that after the 
buying-in was completed, there 
would be little buying support for the 
counter. Based on the fundamentals 
of the company, Union Paper shares 
could weU be expected to fall by 
75% or m~ once the suspension is 
lifted. 

Just about all who had the sh.1rcs 
were thus now eager to dispose of 

Fuelled by rumours and heavy speculation, the ahara price shot through the roof. 
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them dwing the buying-in carried 
out while the counter was 
suspended. Not surprisingly, only a 
small fraction managed to get their 
shares bought dwing this buy-in 
which was carried out electronically 
between the exchange and brokers. 

Various SO<alled investors who 
had bought the share expecting the 
buying-in to push its price higher for 
them to make profits became 
fwious. They believed that KLSE 
had no right to suspend the counter 
that was fast rising. Some see it as 
the exchange acting to protect the 
default sellers by preventing the 
share price rising further which 
would have forced a higher buy-in 
price. The KLSE maintains that the 
suspension was necessary to resolve 
the problem of getting scripts fc:x- the 
shares that had been sold in default. 

Those who are left with Union 
Paper shares that they did not 
manage to clear during thermal buy
in now face staggering losses when 
the suspension is lifted. Having pur
chased these shares with total dis
regard for their fundamental value, 
making a bet (which they lost) that 
the buying-in would propel the share 
price further, those unsuccessful in 
the final buying-in are now making 
noises about suing their brokers 
and/or the KLSE. 

RIPPLE EFFECTS 
Others seeing what was happen

ing with Union Paper became more 
cautious and took their profits in 
other counters. Meanwhile, the 
Securities Commission announced it 
would tighten up the conditions by 
which smaller companies (listed on 
the Second Boord) could be used for 
reverse takeovers (where new shares 
are issued as payment for an ac
quired company, which gives the 
seller of the acquired company con
trol of the acquiring company that 
issues the sh..ves). Essentially, this 
was to prevent another repeat of the 
Union Paper faasco. The statement 
by the Commission however 
resulted in heavy seUing of various 
Second Boord counters. 

Compounding the WlCertainties 
about regulation from the 
authorities, various stockbroking 
companies were imposing their own 
conditions on trading. Some broking 
companies were probably short of 
working capital and required their 
clients to pay immediately for shares 
being purchased. or at least to put 
down a substantial deposit, rather 
than giving them the option of defer
ring payments for four days. This 
effectively put a brake on contra 
trading (whereby investors purchase 
shares and sell them within four days 
paying the broker only if a loss is 
incurred but otherwise collecting the 
profit - a standard practice in our 
market). Other stockbrokers are said 
to have simply not taken buy orders 

began putting their ears to the ground 
to get hot tips. 

But acting on tips is illegal if the 
tip is something that is not public 
information. To buy shares in a com
pany because one hears that the com
pany will embark on a very 
p-ofitable venture but has not made 
a public announcement on it yet, is 
to act on insider information. That is 
to engage in insider trading which is 
illegal. Either these wwmounced 
deals are really fiction, in which case 
one should ignore them, or they are 
based on fact, in which case to act on 
them would be illegal. 

Some tips however are not based 
on insider information. An invest
ment analyst covering motor stocks 
might go through public information 

Some count•• •• r~~mmed up by syndicatM ..• 

at a particular stage, while some 
were not accepting shares of Second 
Boord companies as collateral for 
loans to fmance share purchases. 

With these restrictions, there was 
a lack of buying to hold up the 
marlcet in the face of the selling pres
sure. The result: share prices plum
meted. 

HOT TIPS 
Before the market began moving 

down, it seemed foolish not to listen 
out for tips. The market was con
tinuously making new highs. Those 
who were already dabbling in stocks 
and shares seemed to be making a 
·bundle. More and more punters 

on sales of Proton Sagas and after 
doing some calculation, figure that 
profits on EON will be much higher 
this year. She recommends her 
clients, and possibly some friends, to 
buy the stock. This would be a 
recommendation based on public in
formation. To act on it would be 
perfectly legal. 

For most people, however, it 
would be too late to act on such legal 
recommendations. By the time you 
have heard it, so would have every 
investment professional in town not 
to mention the other professional in
vestors all over the world who cover 
the Malaysian stockmarket. Other 
individual investors may also have 



heard of it before you have. All these 
people would have already bought 
the company's shares. The share 
price would have moved up already. 
By the time Joe-on-the-street gets 
the information and decides to buy 
EON, he may be one of the last few 
acting on this information. If there 
are few fresh buyers, the counter is 
not going to move up much more. 
The others who bought earlier may 
in fact decide to take profits. Their 
selling would push the counter down 
and poor Joe may fmd that the share 
price has begun to slide even though 
the actual results subsequently come 
out to confirm the expected higher 
profits. 

Joe-on-the-street would be the 
last to hear of information that is 
positive for a company and is likely 
to buy when the counter has.already 
moved up. Similarly. he will be one 
of the last to hear of negative news 
on a company and will probably only 
sell once the counter has gone down 
by quite a fair bit. To act on legal tip 
when you have no reason to believe 
you are one of the flfSt to hear it. is 
hardly wise. 

Most punters who "play the 
market" act on some tips or another. 
What they are doing is either illegal 
or ill<ooceived. For these people, 
the stockmarket is indeed like a 
casino. Some are lucky, get a tip and 
buy a stock before others do. As the 
"tip" spreads to others who in turn 
buy the stock, its price is pushed up. 
Those who were early in acting on 
the tip and bought at a lower price 
make a profit. But if your tip is stale, 
you may fmd that the counter begins 
to slide soon after you buy it. 

Not many individual investors 
ask if the price of the share they buy 
fully reflects the good news about 
the company already. If it does, then 
that piece of good news cannot be 
expected to push the share price fur
ther. If one has no way of valuing 
stocks, then one is not engaged in 
investing, not even in speculation 
(i.e. calculated risk taking), but pure
ly gambling. You can then expect in 
the long-run to lose money, just as 

visitors of casinos fmd over time. 
One may hear about the profits in 
shares made by friends who know as 
little about the market as one does. 
But people don't really talk about 
their losses and one is unlikely to 
hear of these. 

SYNDICATES 
To make matters worse, it is 

widely believed that some counters 
are rammed up by syndicates who 
then spread rumours which may be 
quite baseless. The syndicates have 
big amounts to play with. They will 
quietly and patiently acquire a big 
block of shares in a particular com
pany without pushing its share price 
up too much. Then they begin 
:spn:ading rumOW'S about the com
pany to make it seem like a good 
share to buy. As the rumours spread, 
they may begin to purchase the 
shares more aggressively, buying at 
progressively higher prices so that 
the counter shows gains for a num
ber of successive days. 

When the man on the street hears 
these rumours and sees the share 
price already gaining, he will be 
tempted to join in. Many innocent 
punters may join the bandwagon -
buying the shares and thus taking it 
to higher levels. Once the share price 
has moved up sufficiently, the syn
dicates begin selling. They make 
their profits while ignorant punters 
who buy the shares too late are left 
holding shares which subsequently 
turn out to have fundamentally little 
value. 

It is very difficult to identify the 
people who make up the syndicates. 
Brokers who spread what they hear 
are usually careful not to commit on 
the veracity of"market talk". Those 
who have heard these tips from 
others are unlikely to come f01Ward 
to say so, as it would indicate that the 
person who suffered from hearing a 
false tip was actually prepared to act 
on a tip that could have been true. 
But had the tip been true, then even 
the victim would have committed an 
offence (viz insider trading). In the 
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end, those who make profits by 
spreading rumours remain elusive. 

Ultimately it is the individual 
who has to decide for himself 
whether to buy a particular 
company's shares. If he acts on tips 
and is not able to judge on the actual 
value of the shares he is buying, he 
has himself to blame for his foolish
ness. It is like buying a second-hand 
car without making any independent 
judgement on the condition and 
value of the car but simply because 
you hear from people of unreliable 
status that the car is a good buy. All 
shares purchased on the stock
market are really second-hand items 
being disposed of by others who 
wish to sell. 

INVESTING 
This is not to say that all in

dividuals should stay away from the 
stock market. Studies across the 
world have shown that over the years 
shares have provided the best return 
compared to any other fonn of in
vestment. Investors are justified in 
wanting to participate in these attrac
tive returns. 

But shares have also about the 
highest risk factors of all fonns of 
investment. A basic theory of 
fmance is that where there is high 
return, there is also high rislc. That 
means there will be periods when the 
shares that one has bought is actually 
below the buying price. This can be 
the case for a few years in a row. It 
is only over 20 or 30 years that shares 
clearly show superior returns com
pared to other investments. 

An investor should thus have the 
holding power to keep his shares for 
a number of years. And if he is in
vesting, he should do some 
horneworlc to make sure that he is 
paying a reasonable price for his in
vestment He may seek advice from 
those who are more knowledgeable. 

Potential investors should how
ever be wary of "instant gurus" who 
abound when the market is hot. 
Some advisors do not recommend 
buying shares when the market is 
down and there is liUle interest in the 



stock market Their buy recommen
dations come only when the market 
is sizzling and most counters are al
ready sky high. These people neces
sarily forfeit the right to be called 
experts. The cliche is to buy low and 
sell high. The problem is to know 
what is low and what is high. But no 
person can be an expert if he recom
mends buying when share prices are 
already high but is silent when they 
are low. 

PRUDENCE 
One should be careful in invest

ing in the share market The question 
. is not whether some tip is good. 
Professional investors generally 
agree that betting on tips in the end 
loses money. The crucial question is 
whether one is buying a share that is 
cheap compared to the profits the 
company will make, or if the share 
price is very much below what the 
assets of the company are worth. 
Those who do not have the informa
tion to make such decisions often put 
their hard-earned money in shares in 
the same way that gamblers bet on 
horses - based on some tip or on 
whether the name sounds good. 
These punters court disaster. 

Returns may be less spectacular, 
but money safer, if it is put in one of 
the many unit trusts that are run by 
banks. These trusts pool the money 
of many investors and invest in a 
broad portfolio of shares. This 
reduces the risk of being stuck with 
shares of one company that performs 
disastrously. It also allows the in
dividual to benefit from the expertise 
of professional fund managers. 
However, even the fund manager 
doing his best may still not be able to 
prevent your investment from going 
below cost (i.e. incurring a loss) for 
a lengthy period. This would happen 
when the market as a whole is 
declining. Those who cannot ride 
through the choppy waves of the 
stockmarket should stick to rock 
i>lid. ftxed deposits. 

Blind greed tempts many into the 
market but leads none to riches. 
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LEIIERS 

WHAT TOOK PLACE 
WAS DIFFERENT 

We accept both your salutations 
and criticisms, but would like to take 
this opportunity to explajn to you that 
what actually took place was very 
much different from the very 
one-sided description of the article 
written by a M.s Lai Suat Y an of 
SUARAM in the A/iran MonJhly 
edition of 1993: 13( 1 ). 

Many people had contacted us on 
the plutonium issue and we never had 
the opportunity to deal with those like 
Ms Lai. Even DAP Member of 
Parliament Lim Guan Eng had written 
to the Ambassador on the issue, to 
whom the Ambassador had sent a 
reply explaining the position of the 
Government of Japan. 

Ms Lai had repeatedly sought an 
appointment to see our Ambassador 
although she had been told that His 
Excellency bad a very busy schedule 
during that period. With her 
concurrence, an appointment for a 
short time was then arranged for her 
to meet me, the Head of Chancery. on 
the understanding that she was just to 
hand over a letter to me, on behalf of 
39 organizations. 

However, not only did she come 
late to the Embassy for the 
appointment, M.s Lai, (without having 
the courtesy to even consult us or 
inform us as to the number of persons 
who would be accompanying her) 
brought in a big group of the various 
organizations as well as a number of 
reporters and insisted on them aU 
entering the Embassy premises. 

Ours is a diplomatic mission 
where security is at the maximum. 
Nevertheless, our guest room is not 
meant to accommodate such a vast 
group. The group then rudely 
protested on the lack of space, to 
which nothing much could be done, 
and then made a long tirade of how 
they should be treated and so on. 

I hope the above explanation 
clears any untoward thoughts you 
may have about us. 

Since I came to Malaysia about 
two and a half years ago, I have 
enjoyed warm friendship and met 
polite Malaysians but I have never 
come across such rude and arrogant 
people, and I strongly believe that 
these people are the exception. 

With best wishes to you and your 
country. 

Kazuyoshi Umemoto 
Counsellor/Head or Chancery 

EMBASSY OF JAPAN, 
KUALA LUMPUR 

The abov~ letter was addressed to a 
Mr Varughese Georg~@ Manoj, who 
then forwarded it to the A/iran 
MonJhly Editorial Board - Editor. 

NOT AN 
INDIVIDUALISTIC 

AFFAIR 

With reference to the 
above-mentioned, we wish to 
emphasise again that as the plutonium 
issue affects the lives of humankind 
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globally, not to mention ours, our 
voice should be heard. 

As pointed out in the Joint 
Memorandum signed by 39 
Malaysian organizations, 

"The route of the Akatsuki Maru 
has been shrouded with such secrecy 
that httoral stales are being denied 
adequate warning, making it difficult 
for them to talce safety measures ... in 
the event of an accident." This 
"supports our view that the nuclear 
power mdustry as a whole is very 
secretive and encourages the use of 
extra legal methods and special 
regulations to protect itself from 
public scrutiny and accountability. 
This has posed serious human rights 
repercussions." 

Furthermore, 
"By accumulating a stockpile of 

weapons-grade plutonium over the 
next two decades, Japan will be 
perceived by other nations as taking 
the first step towards nuclear weapons 
capability. despite its current 
non-militaristic constitution and 
present commitment to nuclear 
non-proliferation. Plutonium 
proliferation and stockpiling could 
therefore undcrm1ne present nuclear 
disarmament initiatives and could 
trigger off a dangerous nuclear arms 
race in East Asia." 

It is because of the serious health, 
environmental and security risks 
represented by plutonium in general, 
and the Akatsuki Maru in particular, 
that 39 Malaysian Organisations had 
voiced their concern and endorsed the 
Joint Memorandum presented to Mr 
Kazuyoshi Umemoto. The weight of 
this concern was 1mportant enough 
for the delegation to insist on meeting 
Mr Umemoto personally and further 
emphasised the Malaysian 
Organisations serious view of the 
matter. We believe a ritualistic 
hand-over ceremony of the Joint 
Memorandum could not fulfil this 
responsibility. 

It was my responsibility to ensure 
that the delegation met the highest 
authority and it is regrettable that the 
Joint Memorandum had been 
misunderstood as being purely an 
individualistic afffair, namely mine. 
The suppon for the Joint 
Memorandum from such a large and 
d1verse grouping of Malaysian 
Organisations must surely have made 
it clear that it was a collective effort, 



hence the delegation to the Japanese 
Embassy. 

We wish to reiterate that the 
unauthorised release of the 
photocopies of the delegation • s 
identity cards, which were 
surrendered to the security personnel 
at the embassy gate, to members of 
the Malaysian police Special Branch 
is unethical and unwarranted. The 
delegation had proceeded peacefuUy 
and came in good faith. We hope 
such collaborative action is not part 
of the modus opeandi of your 

embassy staff and steps will be taken 
to ensure it is not repeated in future. 

Lai Suat Van 
Coortliniltor, SUARAM 

FALSE CONCEPTION 
OF PEACE 

The decision by the PLO 
Leadership to attend the West Asia 
peace conference after declining 
earlier due to the expulsion of 400 
Palestinians to South Lebanon by the 

MINISTER OF INFORMATION, 
SAVIOUR OF THE NATION 

Out Minister of Information 
was sent by God to save the 
nation. 

He make• sure that nobody 
stands 
And sings in praise of other 
lands. 

No song that's broadcast on ;our 
air 
Can call aome othercountty 'fair'. 

April in Portugal? No Way! 
July in Alor Setar'a O.K. 

No ninety days around the earth, 
But 13 weeks in Butterworth 

No loving Paris in the spring, 
Instead you may adore Taiping 

Who wants a nighl in Singapore 
When Sungei Siput'a at your 
door? 

The bluebirds now must aU fly 
over 
The cotfs of lpoh, not of Dover. 

To Glasgow you must now 
belong, 
But ita alright to come from 
Trong. 

We must not hear of sunny Spain 
But sunny Kuantan. Don1 
complain. 

Let' a hear no more of T exaa 
moon 
For 'Bulan Bentong' ia the tune. 

In Beftwly Square no nightingale, 
But crows can croak in Pudu Jail. 

Why should we sing of Monterey 
When there's a song about PJ? 

Who wants to know Hawaii now, 
When we can hear about Bahau? 

Why Chatanooga Choochoo 
when 
We aU can sing of KTM? 

Who cares about the Rio Grand 
When Rio Gemaa is on hand? 

Who wants to hear of Dublin City 
When Kota r~nggi'a just as 
pretty? 

Who needs two lips from 
Amsterdam? 
You'll get the same in Sandakan. 

Why think of San Francisco, 
pray? 
Merdeka Square is just as gay. 
Who knows what Pavarotti sang 
When we can't see beyond Port 
Kelang? 

Where's ~0120 VISion• when 
Our view's cut off at half past 
ten? 

And we in ignorance must dweU 
like frogs beneath a kelapa shell. 

Ricta.rd Jones 
PENANG. 
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Tel Aviv Regime bas been regarded 
as problematic by some people while 
there are others who oppose it. 

Whether the decision is right or 
wrong, it is clear that the PLO 
leadership has been pressured by 
pro-Western Arab States. While 
peace is very far away there are many 
factors that make this peace initiative 
ridiculous, but I would like to list 
three. 

• The expulsion of 400 
Palestinians to South Lebanon by the 
Tel Aviv regime has been condemned 
by the United Nations Security 
Council. The Security Council has 
ordered an immediate return of the 
deportees, but the regime has been 
reluctant and has once again defied 
UN Resolutions. 

The lack of compassion for the 
deported human beings who are 
separated from their loved ones in a 
cruel way and denied of their basic 
human rights should have opened the 
hearts and eyes of the pro-Western 
Arab States. The ethnic cleansing of 
Palestinians by the Tel Aviv regime 
bas been indirectly supported by the 
US, which has not taken follow-up 
action to make Israel accountable to 
the international community. 

How can there be peace in West 
Asia when there are double standards 
in analysing suppression? No doubt 
the Tel Aviv regime has brought 
former deportees back as a gesture of 
peace, but it is more of a political 
strategy to reduce the growing 
popularity ofHamas in West Bank 
and Gaza strip. Honesty is a vital 
ingredient for peace which the Tel 
Aviv regime lacks. 

• The exclusion of Iran and Iraq 
makes the peace conference 
incomprehensive. Iran has been 
accused of helping the Hizbollah in 
Lebanon to fight Israel. I don't see 
any peace in the region if there is 
going to be continued fighting 
between Israel and the HizboUah. 

The growing Islamic sectarian 
attitude towards the West and Israel, 
with the backing of Iran, makes Iran 
an important participant in the peace 
process. There won't be peace if there 
is going tc "e continued anti-Israel 
and anti-US slogans in West Asia. 
Even though Iran rejected the peace 
conference, the US and Russia should 
have taken the initiative to invite Iran. 



• As far as Iraq is concerned. 
millions of Arabs supported Saddam 
Hussein in the Gulf War. The Gulf 
War has been seen by ordinary Arabs 
as a war for the continued survival of 
Israel. It IS only logical for Iraq to 
participate in the peace conference. 
The continued economic sanctions on 
Iraq by the UN Security Council, 
which is also responsible for the 
massacre of thousands of human 
beings in Iraq, makes the peace 
conference ridiculous. 

How can there be peace in West 
Asia when an Arab neighbour is 
unjustly and brutally treated? The 

continued pwlishment of Iraq could 
create more hatred on the part of 
Arabs towards the US and Israel. 

With these facton it is obvious 
that the West Asia peace conference 
has been initiated for the benefit of 
the US and Israel with the help of 
self~tered pro-Western Arab 
States, such as Syria. Saudi Arabia. 
Kuwait and Egypt. 

For justice to materialise, the root 
of injustice should be plucked out, 
not trimmed. If it is trimmed, it will 
grow again. 

If there is growing Islamic 
resistance and Arab nationalism, it is 

ADMINISTRATION 
OF ISLAMIC LAW (FEDERAL TERRITORIES) 

BILL 1992 

The Society for Ovistian Reflection notes with rep aod much 
consternation the passing of the Adminittntion of Islamic Law (Federal 
Territories) Billl922 in Parliamenc on 20 May 1993. We undenland that 
althouah parliamentarians had been infonned thai this Bill had been 
withdrawn, it was, however, retabled. with lbe indusioo of a new CJau8c.. 
Section 9S, before being quickly puaed through p~rlillnellt before ita current 
session ended. 

Section 9S stipulates that a non-Muslim can convert to Islam only if he is 
of !IOUnd mind and "has attained the age of 18 yean or if he hu noC lttained 
the age of 18, his parent or guardian consenbl 10 bis coavenion". 

Dapite the sensibility of Section 9S, it appara thll it wa iacluded ia the 
Bill u a conciliatory aesture Cor the controversy thll has surrounded thil Bill 
since it wu fJCSt proposed lale last year. The Bill, in fiCt. had then been 
withdrawn. 

We understand that when it was retabled duriag die CUJTCOl liain& of 
parliament, there was again much controveny over the Bill ahhou&)l the 
media. particularly the English presses, had not reported why lbe Bill has 
been a contentious issue. 

Tile controversy surroundin& the Bill bu arisen because of tome of the 
clauses in the Bill are quite contentious. We draw auention in particul• to 

Clause 91. 
Section 91 (I) of the Bill states: ''A penon who hu converted to Islam 

and has been registered in the Registr.- of M IIIJllilfs sbaU. for the JNIPOICI of 
any Federal or State law, and for all time, be trelled u • Muslim. ·-

This section thus mandates that the conversion of a non-Muslim to Islam 
is irrevenible and that such a person shall be treated • a Muslim "for all 
time". 

This provision, however, is clearly in violalion of Article II (freedom of 
Religion) of lhe Federal Constitution which allows ew.ry Malayaian "the ri&ht 
to profess and practicse his religion and, subject to Clause (4), to propagate it". 

The manner in which this Bill has been bulldozed through parliament 
despite the controversy that hu am-rounded it does noc reOec:t well on the 
government. The limited debate that bu JODe inlo the bill iadiale& the 
perfunctory nature of our parliament and highlights the exteut of the executive 
arm of the government over its proceedings. 

Tll'ftteGomez 
Secreta.., 

SOCIETY FOR CHJUSTIAN U:n.ECI'ION 
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vital to ask why and what the causes 
are. To look clearly at the root of 
injustice. participants in the peace 
process have to start looking at their 
hearts which should be free from 
narrow political and economic 
interests and fllled by a genuine 
desile for peace that is based on love 
and compauion for human beings. 

These valua should be taken by 
the Arab and Israeli negotiaton to 
their respective people, and the 
people should be made to understand 
that violence is evil even though it is 
a retaliation against the oppressor. 
Peace cannot be achieved with 
violence and separation or from a 
signing of a document, but can only 
be realised through a repentant heart. 

Ronald all Benjamin JO&epb 
IPOH 

MISCARRIAGE OF 
JUSTICE? 

I enclose a copy of my letter to 
the Daily Express, which is 
self -explanatory, for your kind 
attention. 

I should be most grateful if you 
could foUow-up on this matter. 

Thank you. 
God bless you. 

Seb Lee 
KOT A KINABALU 

Seb Lee's ~tter tot~ Daily Express, 
Kota Kinabalu is reproduced below: 

I refer to your report titled, Driver 
Jailed for raping niec., on the 
front page of ths Daily Expr••• of 
BJune 1993. 

I am oonfussd by this rsport and I 
S6nse that there might have been 
a misca"iags of justic9 in the 
mannsr in which th9 cass has 
been rsport9dly handl9d and 
reportsd in your newspaper. 

The second paragraph of your 
report says, 'Sessions Court 
Judge Mr Raymond Wong also 
ordsrsd ths man, whoS6 name 
had be9fl wnhheld, to be given six 
strokes of ths cane.' 

My qusstion is: Did th9 Ssssion 
Court Judge order ths Press not 
to publish the name of the rapist? 
If so, for what rsason 7 If not, why 



was the rapist's name withheld? 
EV6ry lawyer, and therefore every 
judg9, knows of the adage: 
'Justice must not only be done but 
MUST BE SEEN to be done.' This 
is why criminal and other litigation 
is held in public to enable p90ple 
to SH that justic9 is doflll. This is 
why nBWspaptJrs, radio and 
tel9vision report court cas9S. And 
part of the punishmsnt, besides 
the actual S9ntencing in court of 
criminals and wrongdoers, is to 
shams the criminal or wrongdoer 
in public. It is th9refore a gross 
miscarriag9 of justice if the identity 
of the criminal or wrongdoer is 
withheld from the public. 

In a raps trial, the p9rson whose 
identity should b9 protected from 
the public is the victim. Yet, she is 
not totally protocted from public 
view or knowledge as she has to 
appear in court to testily against 
the rapist. This can b9 an 
extremely traumatic experience 
for the victim as everyone will be 
looking or staring at her - the 
spoctators in the public gallery, 
the judge, the proS9Cutor, the 
defenCt~lawyer and most of all, 
the rapist. Her only consolation is 
anonymity. The judge will always 
withhold her name from the public 
and in court referenc9s and she is 
then usually known as 'Miss X' 
throughout the trial. 

But in practice, this is no 
protoction at all boca use 
invariably there will b9 people in 
the public gallery who know her 
and before long almost everyone 
in court would know her name. To 
protoct her from shame, her 
tostimony is usually held in 
camer11 - meaning away from 
public view. The court is usually 
cloared of spectators for this 
reason. No fl6WS reporters are 
allowed into a hearing in camera. 
And procoedings In camera are 
not allowed to be reported to the 
public. 

This brings me to the third 
paragraph of your roport which 
says, 'Prosocuting Officor &rnard 
Leo told the court, which was held 
in chambers .. : This is bad 
English. A court cannot b9 held in 
chambers. A court may meet in 
chambers. A court hearing or trial 

may be held in chambers. But 
why was a raps trial - a criminal 
trial in which the accused pleaded 
guilty and was jailed ten years 
and given six strokes of the cam~ -
held in chambers 7 Unless, of 
course, there was an error in 
reporting by your~- for 
you have publish«J court 
proceedings held in chambers. 

All prOC99dings in chambers are 
barred from public knowledge. 
The only facts of a court action in 
chambers that can be reported to 
the public are the bare facts that 
such an action had been 
instituted, the names of the 
parties, judge and the lawyers 
invoiV6d and th9 nature of the 
action and its result. 

Having said this, I should be most 
grateful to you and the judiciary if 
you would clarify the reporting and 
the handling of this case in the 
public interest. The public has a 
right to know the truth and your 
nswspaper must do justice to your 
roaders. I appeal to all who are 
vssted with ths authority to msto 
out justice not to loS9 sight of the 
meaning of justice: The Scales of 
Justice ars not tilted in favour of 
the victim or ths wrongdoer. They 
should be balanaxi Without fear 
or favour. 

10 Jue 1993 

RE-EXAMINE 
MEDICAL SOCIAL 

WORKERS SYSTEM 

It is encouraging to note the keen 
interest shown by the Ministry of 
Health in seeking to access poor 
patients in order to subsidise or 
provide free medical treatment 

i 

There is however 10me confusion 
on how best this could be done. Not 
too long qo Lee IGm Sai announced 
that the Health Ministry will station 
two special officers at the National 
Heart Institute to make the 
appropriate assessment ([he Sunday 
Mail, 11 April1993). 

I would like to draw attention to 
an existing system of Medical Social 
Workers within the Ministry of 
Health, who could be drawn in to 
provide a holistic 1pproacb towards 
patient support especially for the poor 
and disadvantaged. This existing 
system might be a better alternative to 
introducing another set of purely 
administrative workers. 

From my limited exposure to 
Medical Social Workers. I note that 
they are a vital part of patient care but 
the system has not been given 
suff'~eient priority by Ministry 
officials. Out of 27 posts oftbe A22 
scheme of service only 13 are filled. 
Likewise, for the 811 scheme of 
service, of the 15 posts available, 
only three are filled by seconded 
officers from the Department of 
Social Welfare. 

It should also be noted, that while 
a majority of these are professionally 
trained social workers, wtqualified 
persons have in recent times been 
1ppointed to this post 

It is thus essential for the Ministry 
of Health to re-examine the system of 
Medical Social Workers and give it 
the importance and priority it needs. 
The role played by these workers is 
crucial to a holistic approach to 
patient care. These workers play a 
supportive role in the total patient 
care programme. 

Among the responsibilities stated 
include 'investigation into the 
psycho-social problems, counselling 
of patient and family to help them 
cope with problems, doing home 

NEEDED: A h~istic approach 1o plllient care. 
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visits, liaise with related agencies'. 
These workers will be in the best 
position to also make a 
recommendation on fmancial needs. 
The current system proposed at the 
Heart Institute will fall short of the 
holistic approach that could be 
provided by medical social workers. 

There is a need within the 
Malaysian context to also introduce a 
similar system of medical social 
workers in private hospitals. Private 
hospitals which complement 
State-provided medical services must 
also be responsible for total patient 
care. 

It is projected that the Minis b)' of 
Health will need 208 medical social 
workers by the year 2001. It is thus 
my plea for the Ministry to restudy 
the needs of total patient care and 
support We must be cautious that 
within a market-oriented medical care 
system, we do not place purchasing 
power above true caring. 

Denison Jayasooria 
KUALA LUMPUR 
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PROPOSED BANK 
CHARGES 

UNJUSTIFIED 

The Johor Consumers 
Association (JCA) supports the call 
by the Selangor and Federal Territory 
Consumers Association to Bank 
Negara not to give in to the demand 
by the Association of Banks in 
Malaysia to increase its servace 
charges. 

The proposed charges are: RM20 
annual charge for a current acrount 
RM24 for a savings account RM12 
for an A TM card, RM2 for each 
business cheque and 50 sen for each 
pe.rsonal cheque. These increases do 
not take into consideration the 
man-in-the- street. It would be 
advisable for the Association of 
Banks to take prudent measures to 
further curb bad loans and combat 
corrupt practices rather than to 
squeeze the consumers' pockets to 
gain profits. 

With the huge profits reportedly 
made by barW the high interest rates 
for bank loans and the strong 
Malaysian economy, there is no 
evidence of any bank, facing a 

financial crisis. JCA therefore feels 
that Bank Negara should veto the 
proposal. 

Grar~ted banks may be facing 
certain financial constraints and 
additional commitments. There is 
nevertheless no justification for the 
Association of Banks to pass on their 
burden to the already heavily taxed 
consumers. 

The JCA stresses that if the 
proposals by the Banks were to be 
approved, it ,...ould contribute further 
to inflationary trends. 

Packlrisamy Sivakumar 
COMPLAINTS BUREAU 

SECR ETARY 
J OHOR CONSUMERS 

A.SSOC/ATJON 

PROMOTE MIXED 
MARRIAGES 

With reference to the article 
"Indigenousness" by Dr Tar~ Chee 
Beng inA/invaMonJhly 1993:13(4). I 
totally agree with him that mixed 
marriages should be encouraged 
between indigenous and non
indigenous people in our country as a 
way of promoting unity. 

Mixed marriages between Indian 
and Chinese Malaysians (non
Muslims) have much in common with 
mixed marriages involving the 
indigenous people in Sabah arid 
Sarawak, where the offspring 
normally adopts the culture/religion 
of the father. This is not unusual as 
the man is considered the leader in 
most cultures. It is a different story 
with mixed marriages between 
non-Muslim and Malay/Muslim 
partners. Conversion to Islam is a 
must in this case and the offsprings 
are regarded as Muslims 
automatically. This is locally known 
as Masuk M~layu. Some 
non-Muslims view this as 
communally motivated while others 
think it is a strategy of the UMNO 
Baru dominated government 

Some non-Muslim men who 
marry Muslim women were forced to 
embrace Islam in order to marry their 
loved ones. Others simply refused 
insisting that the womar1 should 
follow the man. This has become a 
major obstacle to any mixed 
marriages between the indigenous 
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Malays and the ethnic Chinese ar~d 
Indians. 

Forcing a person to embrace a 
particular religion in order to marry a 
person of that faith is a great violation 
of human rights and represents an 
unhealthy trend. This is where 
non-ethnic NGOs like Alirar~ and 
even leaders like Fan Yew Teng 
could play an important part by 
influencing UMNO Baru to educate 
the Malays to be more IJberal and 
tolerant and not over emphasise 
religious conversion. 

In some p-edominantly Muslim 
countries like Indonesia. Egypt, 
Turkey and even Buwa (before the 
civil war) religion is considered more 
of an indivisual right. It is never an 
issue for the Muslim. especially if the 
womar1 were to embrace the 
husband's faith after marriage. 
However, in Malaysia, a small 
Muslim majority country, it will be 
made into a serious issue by some 
Muslim political parties arid groups. 
Even State laws restrict such 
conversions, which I think is not 
going to p-omote ethnic unity. 

UMNO Baru, the domiDarlt ruling 
party in the government has shown 
maturity by opening its doors to 
Christian Kadazans in Sabah. It will 
be a big sacrifice and a step forward if 
it can influence the Malays generally 
if not all (I mean the extremists) that 
religion is an individual business arid 
converting to another religion is not a 
big deal as long as the person grows 
up to be a good human being. This 
will go a long way in promoting 
ethnic unity between the indigenous 
people arid others. There is no need to 
wait for ar~other 25 years to achieve 
Vision 2020. Besides, Malaysia's 
rariking in the United Nations human 
rights index will definitely become 
better thar~ Israel's. 

Harikrishnan 
KUANTAN 

HAND-PHONE BAN: 
WHY THE DELAY, 

DR LING? 
Transport Minister Dr Ling Liang 

Sik was reported in the press on 31 
May as saying that his ministry would 
laWJch a media campaign to 
discourage motorists from using 
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hand-phones while driving. He said 
the ministry had recently applied to 
the Treasury for funds to carry out the 
campaign. 

Ling added, "Initially, we will try 
to persuade them, although there are 
laws to ban motorists from using 
hand-phones while driving." He 
argued that it would cause a lot of 
inconvenience if the Govcmment 
were to immediately impose such a 
ban. 

He said, "We have to give the 
150,000 hand-phone users some time 
to convert their sets to hands-free 
units. But, the Government will ban 
the use of hand-phones while driving 
at the appropriate time." 

The Minister did not specify 
when the media campaign would 
begin and its duration. According to 
the Press, earlier this year, Ling had 
said that his ministry might impose 
such a ban in July. 

When is Ling going to wake up 
from has blissful slumber? Before his 
ministry decided to discourage 
motorists from using hand- phones 
while driving, it must have fust 
decided that using hand- phones 
while driving was a public danger. If 
it was a public danger, then why 
doesn't he enforce the law? Why is 
there the need to conduct a media 
campaign of persuasion when such a 
practice has presumably been 
considered a public danger? 

And if we agree that a grace 
period be given, why hasn't Ling 
specified when the media campaign 
would begin and how long it would 
last? Whatever happened to his 
statement earlier in the year that his 
ministry might impose a ban in July? 
Is convenience more important than 
lives? 

It is also pertinent to ask why, in 
the farst place, his mmistry permitted 
motorists to use hand-phones while 
driving and allowed the number of 
users to mustroom to 15,000? Wasn't 
this an act of irresponsibility and 
negligence? 

Ling must remember that we are 
talking about lives here. According to 
the late~t figures released by the 
traffic police (Silllday Star, 27 June 
1993), one accident is reported on 
Malaysian roads every 11 minutes. 
One person dies every 150 minutes, 
and one out of every 10 road accident 
victims is aged below 12 years. 

In 1991 there were 153,690 road 
accidents, based on reports lodged. 
Of the 3,514 people killed in road 
accidents in 1991, 109 were children 
below the age of five, while another 
549 were kindergarten or 
school-going children between the 
ages of 6 and 17. 

Hasn't Ling any sense of 
urgency? Although not all accidents 
are due to motorists using 
hand-phones while driving, surely all 
necessary steps ought to be taken to 
weed out immediately any perceived 
dangers. 

What is he waiting for? More 
tragic deaths on the roads before be 
acts? Like acting only after the 
Penang ferry jetty tragedy which 
killed scores of people and injured 
many others? Like acting only after 
security at the Subang International 
Airport had been breached repeatedly? 

He should spend more time and 
energy on his paid job as a minister 
rather than on the political gimmicks 
of Ius party like TAR College and the 
Langkawi projects. 

We need ministerial 
responsibility, not ministerial 
protoplasm. 

Faa Yew Tea1 
KUAULUMPUR 

LIFT SANCTIONS 
AGAINST IRAQ NOW: 
An Urgent Letter to UN 

Secretary-General, 
Boutros Ghali 

May I have the honour to write to 
you after reading the letter written to 
you on 18 February 1993 by Ramsey 
Clark, the former US 
Attorney-General appealing to you to 
end the sanctions against Iraq? 

I was horrified to note that 
thousand of innocent people 
particularly, the children and adults 
are suffering and dying everyday 
from sickness, disease, poor food and 
diet supplements and polluted water 
as well as the lack of medicine, 
medical services, and equipment and 
parts needed for health care. 

This is very cruel torture, 
deliberate killing and a crime against 
humanity. It is a violation of 
international humanitarian law. 
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It is sufficient punislunent for 
Iraq. Sanctions against the country 
must be stopped AT ONCE and 
priority must be given to the supply 
of food. medicine, equipment and 
parts to Iraq to save the lives and 
protect the health of its needy people. 

The UN should not set such an 
unhealthy precedent by ignoring the 
rules of law -particularly those 
relating to humanitarian law - which 
are enshrined in the Charter of the 
United Nations. 

Your kind and sympathetic action 
to save hwnan lives and reduce their 
suffering would be blessed and 
rewarded by God the Almighty. 

TbomuT H Lim 
MIRI,SARAWA.K 

RELEASE ALL 
ISAAND POPO 

DETAINEES 
IMMEDIATELY 

SUARAM welcomes the release 
of ISA detainees Sabah Air Chairman 
Benedict Topin@ Barnabas and 
former Special Branch Officer ASP 
Abdul Rahman Ahmad. 

However, SUARAM wishes to 
assert that they should not have been 
detained without trial in the farst place 
and their release should have been 
unconditional. 

SUARAM urges the Govenvnent 
to immediately and unconditionally 
release all persons who are still 
detained under the Internal Security 
Act (ISA) and the Emergency (Public 
Order and Prevention of Crime) 
Order (POPO) 1969 - Government 
quoted figures are 82 and 92 
respectively - or charge and give 
them fair trials in open court. 

As enunciated in Article 12(1) of 
the Malaysian Charter on Human 
R ights: 

"Everyone has the right to live in 
peace and be free from fear of 
arbitrary arrest and detention without 
fair and public trial." 
and Article 9 and I 0 of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Righ~ 1948 
respectively: 

"No one shall be subjected to 
arbitrary arrest. detention." 

"Everyone is entitled to fuU 
equality to a fair and public hearing 



by an independent and impartial 
tribunal, in tbe determination of his 
rights and obligations and of any 
criminal charge against him." 

These rights are ours by birth and 
no person{mstitution/govemment has 

· a right to curtail or deny our rights. 
Lai Suat Van 
Coord iDa lor 

SUARAM, PETAUNG JAYA 

SADDAM 
TO BLAME FOR IRAQI 

SUFFERING 

Violence begets more violence, as 
recent events in the Gulf have proven. 
Saddam Hussein's attempt on George 
Bush's Life has provoked an 
American retaliation. But sadly, 
innocent Iraqis paid the price, while 
their leader who caused so much 
suffering has escaped yet again. 
Instead, a similar assasination squad 
could have killed Saddam; and I, for 
one, would not have shed lean. I 
don't see why the Iraqi people should 
continue to pay for the crimes of their 
leader. 

Aliran, and similar groups, have 
consistently accused the West, 
justifiably, of double standards. But 
leafmg through Aliran Monthly 
1993:13(4), one wonders if Aliran 
practises what it preaches. I refer to 
the review of Ramsey Clark's book 
accusing Bush of war crimes, u well 
u other articles and letters. Could not 
Aliran also publish articles on the 
crimes of Third World dictators like 
Saddam, Noriega and Khaddafi? 
Such tyrants have duped Aliran, and 
similar groups, into championing 
them just because they dared to 
challenge tbe West. These tyrants are 
not champions of the Third World; 
they are self-serving, opportunistic 
con-men! 

Saddam has been compared with 
aue nationalis!S like Nasser, Ho Chi 
Minh and Gandhi. But in fact, he's 
more like Hitler. Tile parallels 
between Saddam and Hitler are many: 

• Boch have left long trails of 
blood and butcbery in their rise to 
power. 

• Both terrorise and subjugate 
their people with hordes of secret 
police. 

• Both have tortured and 
murdered many fellow citizens who 
dared doubt them. 

• Both systematically 
mass-murdered thousands of men, 
women and children belonging to 
minority communities (the Kurds and 
Shiites in Iraq) - employing chemical 
weapons and extermination camps. 

• Both embarked on militay 
misadventures and the illegal 
occupation of neighbouring countries 
- resulting in thousands of cuualtiea, 
the wrecking of whole economies and 
environmental pollution (Iraq's tool 
of war). 

• Both allowed their troops to 
participate in an orgy of murder, 
Sorture, rape and plWlder of the 
occupied people. 

• Both shamelessly used 
propaganda to turn lies into truth and 
vice versa. 

Can such men be allowed to 
remain in power, let alone acquire 
nuclear weapons? Unlike the 
Anglo-French appeasement of Hitler 
in 1938, the Western Allies acted fast 
to foil Saddam 's further ambitions of 
conquest. 

When World public opinion 
turned against his occupation of 
Kuwait, Saddam promised evaything 
to everyone: 

• to the Palestinians, he promised 
Palestine in exchange for Kuwait. 

• to the Arabs. he promised unity 
and prosperity. 

• to the Muslim world, he 
promised a jihad against Christians 
and Jews. 

• to the Third World, he promised 
a revolution against the imperialists. 

In truth, he only promised himself 
more power and glory, at the expense 
of all concerned. 

Contrary to the claim by 
Mohideen Abdul Kader in his review 
of Ramsay Clark's book, Iraq was 
Dot a poor nation. Iraq wu one of the 
world's largest producers and 
exporters of oil - but instead of using 
this immense wealth for the welfare 
of his people, Saddam squandered 
Iraq's treasure, youth, and civilization 
in 13 yean of continuous war and 
confrontation. 

Tile US is, however, not free of 
blame. America, as well u the former 
Soviet Union, the European nations 
and the Gulf States like Kuwait 
helped create this monster. They 
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armed and financed Saddam in his 
war against Iran. 

The US cannot claim that it 
fought solely to reverse aggression 
and occupation, because aggression 
and occupation in the Balkans, the 
West Bank and Gaza, Tibet and 
elsewhere went unanswered. Here, 
America's double standards are 
obvious to all. 

But the US is not guilty of trying 
to thwart the ambitions of a 
power-hungry lunatic. Nor is the US 
guilty of defending and ensuring her 
life-blood: oil. Oil is to America what 
food and water are to living thinga. 
Without oil, the economies of the US, 
the European Community, Japan and 
a great part of the Third World would 
surely collapse. No US president in 
his right mind would have allowed 
the blackmail and suffocation of his 
country at the hands of a tyrant who 
would monopolise a large part of the 
world's oil resuves. Tile US wu 
fully justified in waging war to ensure 
her survival. 

Bush is falsely accused of 
war-mongering. Yet, he tried all 
peaceful means, short of 
appeasement, to evict Saddam from 
Kuwait. Persuasion, diplomiC)', 
sanctions - all failed. And he enlisted 
support from his own,people and the 
world community before resorting to 
force. In any modem war, civilian 
casualties, such as those suffered by 
Iraq, are inevitable- especially when 
military and economic targets are 
often within civilian areas. But at 
least the Allies didn't indulge in 
massacre, rape and looting as the 
Iraqi Army did during its short 
occupation of Kuwait. With Slddam 
prepared to sacrifice the lives of 
thousands of people, instead of 
leaving Kuwait, one should ponder 
over who is the real warmonger. 

In conclusion, I do hope that 
Aliran gives both sides of the coin in 
every conflict - past, present and in 
the future. The West is not to blame 
for aU the ills of the Third World. 
Most of the time, citizens of the Third 
World suffer at the hands of their 
leaders, like Saddam. 

Desert Fox 
PETAUNGJAYA 



DEVELOPMENT 

Vision 2020 and the Marginalised: 
The need for alternative approaches 

to meeting human needs 

Vision 2020 offers Malaysians many challenges and 
opportunities. However, the confidence Vision 2020 places 
on the workings of the market should be viewed with 
caution. In this article DENISON JAY ASOORIA 
identifies some undesirable outcomes of market forces. He 
further suggests, in line with the holistic notion contained 
in Vision 2020 itself, how marginalised groups can be 
helped to empower themselves. 

TI development that is en
VISioned in Vision 2020 is a 
holistic one. It is not just 

economic. The political, social, 
spiritual, psychological and cultural 
dimensions are also taken into ac-

count It is without doubt that it is 
very weU thought out. The nine chal
lenges identified. it appears, seek to 
incorporate all these dimensions in 
the overall vision. 

As Malaysian citizens we have 
an opportunity to play 
a part in the changes 
that are taking place 
au around us. 
Whether we are in
volved or not these 
changes are going to 
have a tremendous 
impact upon us and 
the generations that 
come after us. 
Malaysia in 2020 will 
be drastically dif
ferent 

Povet1y has been significantly reduced, but the 
disparity between rich and poor remains a concern. 

It is essential for 
us to articulate the im
pact of marlcet 
capitalism. In ex
amining the policy 
statements, we must 
be able to critically 
evaluate rhetoric in 
the light of concrete 
plans, projects and 
resource allocations. 
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We must also be positive and pro-ac
tive in our involvement. as challen
ges also provide oppcwtunities. 

Impact of Market 
Capitalism 

There is in Vision 2020 a strong 
element of confidence in market for
ces. It is "an economy that is sub
jected to the fuU diocipline and 
rigour of marlcet forces" says our 
Prime Minister. According to a weU 
known economist. Brian Griffiths, 
"the market economy with a widely 
dispersed ownership of property and 
capital is a far more effective way of 
creating wealth than state ownership 
or state control. The evidence for this 
is ovCJWhelming and can be drawn 
from countries with widely different 
cultures, geographies and political 
institutions". 

However this confidence in the 
forces of marlcct capitalism must be 
viewed with concern. This is be
cause there are undesirable out
comes of marlcet forces. Human 
behaviour operating in the market is 
essentially based on economic self
interest We need to address this ten
sion between self-interest and the 
common social good. Herein lies the 
tension between a market oriented 
economy and the caring ethos. One 
is motivated by !:elfL-.hness and 
greed. and the other by common 
good and a spirit of giving. 

In trying to resolve this tension, 
Bill Jordan in his recent book The 
Common Good Citizenship, 
Morality and Self Interest. argues in 
favour of a "social morality" which 
arises from common interests in 
common good. When people act 



together for the salce of mutual 
benefits in which they all share, then 
they are acting both on behalf of 
others (because others gain from 
their action), and in their own (be
cause they gain also) interests. 

Hence while the market rrught be 
an effective way of creating wealth 
there are Wldesirable outcomes. 

Five defects of the markets can 
be cited namely: 
• the free market leads to con

centrntion of wealth and power; 
• the market prefers short-tenn to 

long-tenn retwns; 
• despite embodying individual 

choices, markets may lead to out
comes which might not have 
been chosen had they been 
foreseen; 

• the external effects of the market 
on the envirorunent; 

• the way in which markets Wlder
cut any appeal to the public good 
on which their own opemtion 
may well depend 

It is also essential to be reminded 
that the free market leads to con
centrntion of wealth and power. 
Chandra Muzaffar writes," given the 
experience of other Newly In
dustrialising Economies (NIEs), it is 
possible that economic and social 
disparities will become more 
pronounced. What this means is that 
while the poorer strata of society will 
certainly benefit to some extent from 
economic development, it is the 
richer segment of society which will 
gain most from rapid economic ex
pansion". 

The Poor 
Although the general standard of 

living will improve for all, the in
come differences between the rich 
and the poor will be significant. This 
is acknowledged in the Second Ow
lint Pros~ctive Plan 1991-2000 
(0PP2), which shows that "the in
come share of the bouom 40% of the 
households was 14.5% compared 
with 50.3% for the top 20% of the 
households in 1990. In tenns of in
come differences in Penin~-ular 
Malaysia, this means a mean month-

Orang Asli family: Uvlng below the poverty line. 

ly household income of $421 for the 
bottom 40% compared with $2,924 
for the top 20%. 

It is praiseworthy to note that 
there is a substantial reduction in the 
national incidence of poverty from 
52.4% in 1970 to 17.1% in 1990. 
While this is significant the poverty 
line income of $370 per month for a 
household size of 5.1 is umealistic. 
Based on these figures those in 
hardcore poverty are about 143,100 
households or 4% of total 
households. 

The Homeless 
Demographic projections indi

cate an increased population in 
wban centres. It is estimated that by 
2020 64% of the population will be 
in w'ban centres as compared to43% 
in 1990 and 34% in 1980.lt is fur
ther projected that Kuala Lumpur 
alone will have a population of 5 
million in 2020 as compared to 1.2 
million in 1992 (Star, 2 December 
1992). 

These changes will have a 
tremendous impact upon public 
utilities. One area of major concern 
is the need for affordable housing 
especially low cost housing in cities. 
This will reach a crisis situation in 
years to come if it is not adequately 
addressed now. An emerging new 
problem is homeless people. A 
recent report (Star, 6 November 
1991) noted that there are about 300 
homeless in Kuala Lumpw-. This 
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must be a very conservative es
timate. 

Other Marginalised Groups 
Most often minority com

munities are neglected and mar
ginalised. This is largely because the 
conditions and opportunities are not 
equal. Certain communities, largely 
due to their low level of education 
and/or lack of financial resources. 
are unable to take advantage of the 
open market system. Justice requires 
special attention be given to the 
weaker members of the community. 

Among the communities that 
have lagged behind in comparison to 
others, as identified in the OPP2, are 
the Orang Aslis and the Indians. It is 
further stated that "in the implemen
tation of the National Development 
Plan (NDP), the needs of these 
groups will be given due attention to 
enable them to benefit equitably 
from the growth of the economy and 
the implementation of the develop
ment progmmmes~. Another forgot
ten section of Malaysian society are 
the disabled persons. 

If we take the example of the 
Orang Asli conununity, we note that 
they are the most backward in terms 
of economic development. educa
tional level and standard of living 
and health. They can be regarded as 
the 'poorest among the poor' of 
Malaysia. It is estimated that 80% of 
the Orang Asli community in the 
country are still living below the 



poverty line. They are very often 
victims of WlSCruplous middle men 
<X' traders. The3e tradel's buy their 
fCYeSt p-oducts like durians, petai, 
bamboo, rattan and sell them 
provisions. They also p:ovide the 

· Orang Asli with loans. 
The Orang Asli lack the col

lateral needed to obtain loans from 

key to social concern is self-reliance 
and helping the vulnerable to break 
the cycle of dependency. 

Credit based income-generating 
programmes offer an alternative 
strategy fc.- getting rid of poverty; 
one that involves establishing proce
dures and oppoounities that enable 
the po<r to help themselves rise 

above pover
ty and join 
the ranks of 
the well-kr 
do. It is 
regarded as a 
new ap
pooch that 

The projected population shlh from rur• to urbM ., ... will 
undoubtedly strain public utilltl•, particulalfy housing. 

• respects but 
exploits the 
atomistic na
ture of com
petition in the 
survival 
economy of 
the poor. 

fmancial institutions and are not 
eligible fc.- certain government aid. 
This is linked to the issue of land 
titles, which many still do not pos
sess although they might have 
w<X'Iced a particular plot of land fc.
generations. 

Alternative Approach in 
Meeting Human Needs 

The popular approoch in caring 
has often been based on a charity 
model. This takes a paternalistic 
Orientation and creates a subsidy and 
dependency mentality. In contrast to 
this the National Welfare Policy ad
vocates a strategy of developing 
resilience in individuals and com
munities. The focus here is 'not upon 
giving a man a fish but teaching him 
how to fiSh' . 

In line with Vision 2020 we need 
to c.-ganise social programmes 
which will develop small and 
mediwn scale industries which are 
approJXiate in terms of providing 
more employment opportunities and 
improving standard of living. The 

Poverty 
alleviation 

policies must tap the vitality and 
potential of the private enterprise 
driven economic goals of the many 
thousands of small businesses that 
employ and service the conswnption 
needs of the poor. It is critical that we 
do all in our power to ensure that 
public resources are used not to dis
place the po<r but to increase their 
productivity and value- added par
ticipation associated with their 
economic activity. 

Two Local Examples 
In Malaysia a very effective ex

ample is the Amanah Ikhtiar 
Malaysia which is based on the ex
ample of the Grameen Bank in 
Bangladesh. 

Small loans on reasonable terms 
to very poor households fc.- fmanc
ing additional income-generating 
activities, can be an effective and 
efficient way to reduce extreme rurnl 
poverty in Peninsular Malaysia, as 
well as in Bangladesh. Not onJy did 
Project Ikhtiar show that the 
Grameen Bank approach can wort 
in the context of rurnl Peninsular 
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Malaysia, but also it demonstrated 
that it can wc.-k quickly among a 
large prop<Xtion, say 50-6()% of the 
po<X'. 

Another local initiative is the 
second-hand shop set up by Bethany 
Home, called Kedai Bethany. It is 
one of four shops in a block situated 
approximately 300 yards from 
Bethany Home along the main road 
to Teluk Iotan. It sells used clothes 
and second-hand goods. Some of the 
Home's residents and older mentally 
retarded students are taught to sort 
out, clean, iron and display the 
clothes and articles fc.- sale. It has 
four-fold objective namely to ~ 
vide pre-employment/money trans-
action ski!Wtraining fc.- the adults; 
to promote active interaction be
tween the community and the stu
dents; to create an income 
generating project to help the group 
home and shop become self- reliant; 
to provide a meaningful service to 
the po<X' community. 

Bethany's latest project is Cafe 
MMM (Mnkan, Minwn dan Main) a 
row of five fast food stalls situated 
on the rood frontage of the Bethany 
compound. In a report, the c.-
ganisers state that the project aims to 
bring able-bodied, and disabled and 
disadvantaged young people to work 
together and have gainful employ
ment in a rural area. We hope that by 
providing a positive image of what 
young people with disabilities are 
able to achieve, there will be greater 
acceptance and concern for the spe
cial needs of the disabled population 
in Malaysia. 

Conclusion 

It is via such projects that we, 
Malaysian citizens, can play a con
structive effoo in advocacy and em
powennent. Advocacy means 
speaking or acting on behalf of 
others, or alongside others. Ensuring 
that vulnerable sections of 
Malaysian society have an oppor
tunity for equal JXIlticipation and a 
share of the economic growth is our 
duty . • 



Inflation greed 
When the heat of inflation 

touched, and st ill does, many 
Malaysians, the govern ment 
immediately declared "war" on it. 
Consumers are advised, for instance. 
to buy only essential things and as 
far as possible, stash whatever 
surplus money they have m some 
shares or simply save it in banks. 
And then, price Wgs are made 
compulSOC)' on all materials for sale, 
which is pan of a strategy to prevent 
excessive profiteering. 

In the meantime. many 
supermarkets and shops still carry 
on with their usual :;ales gunmicks 
to coax the gullible Malaysaans to 
part with their money and in tum 
accummulate material things. Of 
course, this time the cajoling is done 
with a touch of difference. l11is is 
hccause of the government's 
\\amang agaim;t shopkeepers \\ho 
frequently mount a blitz of "cheap 
sales". "annual sales". "clearance 
sales" stunts and whose "cheap 
sales" y.eren't really cheap. Now, 
they ope for "ptice crush". "red alert" 
(for discounts). for e>.arnplc. 

And as if ohlavious to the 
government"s anta -annationary 

move, banks, like these shops, have 
expressed their interest in imposing 
new service charges on their faithful 
customers. This pecuniary 
inclination seems to denote that 
when it comes to raising their own 
interest rate in maximising profiL'i 
(aka greed), you can really bank on 
these fiMneial institutions. 

• • • 
Towering Fame 

Inflation is just one problem 
that's plaguing the nation. A 
political elite's incurable obsession 
with superlatives as anotJJ<.:r. We're 
promised recently tha! the RM270 
million Kuala Lumpur tower, which 
is being erected. will bring the natioo 
into the pinnacle of the 
telecommunications era. 

What is perhaps even more 
important to this group of politicians 
is that this superstructW'C wiU be the 
third tallest telecommunications 
antenna tower in the world "after the 
553m CN Tower in Toronto, 
Canada. and the 537m 0\lalllino 
steel structure in Moscow." The KL 
Tower is 421 m tall. Sounds 
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familiar? Yeah, we're back to the old 
game of who has the biggest, largest. 
longest, tallest etc. Maybe such a 
colossal erection can help certain 
people overcome their political and 
intellectual impotence. 

• • • 
Of monkeys and 

prickly conscience 
Of late, there has been a lot of 

monkeying going around in the 
country, particularly between 
Pcnang and Kcdah. Kcdah political 
leaders accused the Penang 
government of releasing some 
monkeys "into the Kcdah forests 
under the cover of darkness" 
because the latter apparently was 
"fed-up" with the antics of iL-; own 
monkeys. Th1s prompted a swift 
response from no less than Penang • s 
State Executive Councillor Kee 
Phaik Chcen: "Pcnang stopped 
sending monkeys to the Kcdah 
jungles more than five years ago." 

One may not know for sure 
whether really all of Pcnnng's 
monkeys have fled the island and 
hence rid it:>clf of certain socio
political problems. Neither can one 
be SW'C that Kcdah ha.-; no monkeys 
of it.s O\\ n. And also, one really c~Ul't 
be sure whether this phenomenon i.<; 

an indirect response to the 
suggestion made by the CultW'C. 
Arts and Tourism Ministry that 
privatized zoos would be better 
placed to implement an open zoo 
concept fully. 

But whatever the case may be, 
there arc some activities in 
Langkawi, for instance, that 
somehow ind icate that some 
"monkey business" does exist. 
Worse still, this may be construed as 
Kedah de~;perately trying to ape its 
T11ai ncighhour in its aJtempt to lure 
tourist.s and the tourist ringgit. 



It was rqxx1Cd recently that lhe 
Kcdah pemmenl had approved 
lhe first licence for a massage 
parlow in this lowist pcndise isle. 
While some may be itching to go for 
a rub, OChers may find that lhis would 
pick lhcir conscience. 

• • • 
Partners in love 

wanted 

While the two Malaysian states 
of Kedah and Penang are still 
figuring out as 10 who really was lhe 
culpria(s) involved in lhe monkey 
conaroversy , CU'southcm neighbour 
has once again shown the world that 
it is not in the business 10 fool 
around. 

We're talking about a fine 
city-stile Singapore whose serious 
desire is to seek and encourage its 
nubile AND intelligent singles to get 
married and do "what comes 
naturally". For the benefit of those 
readers who are not aware of the 
historical origin of this Official 
Urge, this Cupid's inpiration is 
reaDy the baby of former premier 
Lee Kuan Yew who passionalely 
believes that intelligent couples 
necessarily make intelligent babies 
the Slate desperately needs. 

To reinforce its seriousness and 
concern, the Singapore gOVCI1lmCJit 
has rccenlly offend lucky draws 10 
those signing up with official 
matchmakers. Two State 
matchmaking agencies have 
launched a sizzling four-month 
drive "aimed 81 recruiting lO,.(XX) 
singles seeking love partners at 
parties, on outings, auiscs and ocher 
programmes that the agencies 
anange". The hard question ~= will 
they come? 

• • • 

RTM sings new tune 

A new tune of RadD-Television 
Malaysia (RTM) seems poised 10 hit 
lhe popularity chart with a bang. 
Infc:nnaaiat Ministry Parliamen&ary 
Secretary Fauzi Abdul Rahman 
recently declared that RTM 
(othefwise known as His Master's 
Voice) does not like the idea of 
certain songs being aired all d.e lime 
and, in the p-ocess, marginalising 
other's. He added, RTM has 10 be fair 
to all singers and songs. "If an 
artiste's song is not aired for 
sometime, it does not mean he or she 
has been banned. .. he quipped. 

This new line of infoiiJi~t~Mfll 
argwnent can certainly wreak havoc 
10 the very concept of popular songs. 
Songs that are normally regarded 
popub' for a p:uticular moment are 
those that are frequently aired on 
13dio, such • in the foon of top ten 
or twenty hils. 

Besides. this kind of "social 
ju.U:e" foonula of the Infoonation 
Minisby, if extended to ocher realms 
of broadcasting, can also pose 
problems especially 10 its political 
masters. For this would then 
necessOOly mean that if all lhis while 
Dr Mahathir, Ghafar Baba, Anwar 
Ibrahim and "Tole Mat". to nrune but 
a few, have been frequently and 
elaborately featured in the news 
segment, then it's about time lhat 
they be replaced by other 
Wlder-ex}Qed personalities such as 
Razaleigh, Lin Kit Siang, Nik: Aziz, 
Pairin, and other marginalised 
individuals and~ 

If and when this phenomenal 
change occurs, RTM will have to 
relegate many of its political masters 
IOthenot-so-popularslot of Jlari /IIi 
Dalam Stjarah(foday In History). 

••• 
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American PacHier 

In his desire to allay fears thai 
Asia could become vulnerable 
without an American military 
presence, us Deputy Secretuy of 
State Clifton Whaton assured the 
region that Washington will remain 
fully involved in the security and 
economy of Asia. Besides. he added, 
lhe US is a Pacific nation and will 
continue 10 be committed in this 
region. 

In the wake of recent American 
bombing of Baghdad, such an 
~ion of commitment by the 
US can be likened to dropping a 
bombshell. For Asians and their 
political leaders should 
categorically make it clc2that they 
cannot afford to help any present or 
future US President whenever he or 
she encounters domestic problems 
and, worse still, poor popularity 
ratings. Needless to say, such 
polil.ical relationships can be deadly 
serious. 

As regards the US wanting to 
consider it§elf • a Pacific nation, it 
apparently has a legitimate right 10 
do 90. But it certainly can't call itself 
pacilk, or force others 10 believe 
lhat it is 90. 

• • • 
The pains 

and pangs of 
neo-imperialism 

The highly acclaimed ·clinical" 
military airstrikes that the US and ib 
allies launched in the Gulf w~ may 
not be without its surgical 
weaknesses. That hundreds of 
British Gulf War veterans are 
developing rad.i3tion sickness ta 
caught the attention of the British 
media. Like their 14,.(XX) American 
oounterparU. they reportt.dly suffer 
from infections, fatigue, and in some 



cases bleeding gwns, hair loss and 
facial paralysis. 

A British newspaper added that 
a dozen British victims could have 
suffered darnasc kJ their immWle 
sysaem caused by a nwnberof dUngs 
like exposure to uranium-tipped 
weapons and toxic fumes from 
Kuwaiti oil fires. 

The auduities on both side of 
the Allanlic are sliU perplexed and 
are investigating the causes of dlese 
ailments which they term 
mysterious. Perhaps the Iraqi 
people, who have been at the 
receiving end of the high-tech 
warfare, could be of valuable 
assislance to this search for scientifiC 
and medical exp1an;Jtions. After all, 
the Iraqi babies, women and men too 
suffered during the intensive 
bombings by the US and its allies, 
and are slill suffering after the war. 

Who knows, after this episode 
(of the pains suffered by theW estern 
military personnel, that is) the 
Western powers might just realise 
that political and military 
adventurism can cause hann to 
ordinary human mor1als, mooilly. 
physically and psychologically. 

• • • 
Look East .•• 

with Mee Goreng 

A recent neWSJq)CI' report has 
revealed that President Kim Young
Sam 's refoon drive has forced many 
affluent Soulh Koreans to adopt a 
simpler and more honest life-style. 

His 'leadership by example' has 
set the tone for civil servants and 
businessmen to begin changing the 
way they eat, practise spor1S and 
enacnain. 

featured simple dishes such as 
noodles or meat soup with rice. 

Kim also declared he would 
never play golf during his five years 
in office, forcing politicians to 
refrain from going 10 golf clubs, a 
long-time symbol of affluence and 
coouption in South K<mL 

Expensive golf coorses in the 
counary, which were aa one time 
crowded wiah cooupt politicians or 
govenunent offacials enjoying golf 
with businessmen, are now deserted. 

Besides this, Kim has publicly 
declared that he would not accept a 
cent in political funds or in any other 
fonn from the nation's business 
tycoons in order 10 Slay clean and 
free from corruption. He has 300 
asked all politicians and govenvnent 
officials to follow his example, 
prompting them to discae pemna~ 
assets which showed most of them 
to be millionaires. 

Thank goodness, we have the 
'Look East' policy where we are 
exhMed to emulale the ethics and 
virtues of the Japanese and the 
Koreans. 

Perhaps we could start with the 
foUowing: 

• no more fancy ten-course 
banquets for visiting 
dignitaries and local 
politicians. Instead. we could 
serve mee goreng, char Jroay 
teow or tos:li (with Penang 
laksa as an appetiser). To 

Insread of welcoming guests al 
the praidential palace with costly 
banquets calered by five-star hotel 
restauraniS. Kim's luncheons have ...._..could ...ve mee ~ 
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round off the evening, teh tarik 
and rambutans would be ideal. 
Simple yet mouth-watering, 
no? 

• Ghafar Baba should take the 
lead by giving up golf 
completely. Of course, the 
first to feel the pinch would be 
the Rahman Putra Golf Club, 
but. hey, they could diversify 
into something else more 
productive t.ace, oh, becoming 
independent power producers 
(IPP) or, something. Once the 
golf courses gradually 
become deserted, there will be 
plenty of bld available for the 
resettlement of squatters and 
low-cost housing. 

• AU government leaders, MPs 
and top government omcials 
should declare their ~ts. In 
this way, we will all be aware 
of the tremendous sacrifice 
and suffering they have had 10 
endure in order to serve the 
nation with true dedication all 
these ye:n. (Hnun. I wonder 
how many of them became 
millionaires in the process, 
though ..... ) 

BymluJ 



HEART TO HEART 

On July 21, 1967, Albert Luthuli was struck down by a 
freight train while crossing a narrow railroad bridge near 
his borne in the village of Grout ville. A crowd of some 
7,000 Africans and a few hundred whites gathered to pay 
final tributes to him on July 30, when he was buried in the 
graveyard of the Grout ville Congregational Church. Alan 
Paton paid tribute to Luthuli's memory in the following 
addr~ delivered at the funeral service. Because Luthuli 
was a banned person, Paton was forbidden by law to 
quote anything Luthuli had ever said or written even 
prior to the time be was banned. 

I t is an honour to be standing here 
today to pay tribute to lhe 
memory of a noble man. lt is an 

honour to be invited by Mrs Lulhuli 

and her children to do so. I am not 
allowed by some foolish law to teU 
you what he said, but I can tell you 
what he did. 
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He did what other heroes· have 
done. He stood up for the rights of 
his people, for the rights of all 
people, for the rights of the dispos
sessed, for the rights of the poor, for 
the rights of lhe voiceless. For lhis he 
had to choose between his chieftain
ship and his rights as a man to fight 
for what he thought was good. He 
knew, !hough I am not allowed by 
lhis foolish law to repeat the 
memorable words he used, that he 
might have to suffer for his choice; 
he was prepared even to die. 

They took away his chieftain
ship, but he never ceased to be the 
Chief. They took away his temporal 
power, but he never ceased to have 
his spiritual power. They took away 
his freedom, but he never ceased to 
be free. He was indeed more free 



than those who had bound him. He 
was given the honour of the Nobel 
Peace Prize, and many of us today 
remember the great crowds that 
gatherd in Grey Street and at the 
airport to wish him godspeed. To 
them he was still their Chief. 

At the airport the crowd was 
tremendous. It surged into the main 
concourse; and when the flight was 
announced, it threatened to sw-ge 
onto the tannac. The authorities 
were afraid of this and wanted to 
control the crowd Whom did they 
get to control it? Why Luthuli, of 
course. He stood on a chair or pillar 
and told them that no one was to go 
onto the tannac. And no one did 

I do not think that on a occasion 
such as this one should talk what is 
called politics. We shall talk about a 
man. But one cannot talk of Albert 
Luthuli and not talk about the 
banned African National Congress. 
It was to be the head of the Congress 
that he gave up his chieftainship. He 
put all his power as a leader, into the 
African National Congress. I have 
heard him speak on many occasions. 
He had a voice like a lion, and it was 
because he had a lion's voice that he 
had to be silenced. So was silenced 
a great and noble man. 

It is tragic that he is dead, but the 
real tragedy, which is not only his 
tragedy but the tragedy of us all, is 
that those great gif~ could not be 
used, that his great voice could not 
be heard in the service of our 
country, South Africa. And we shall 
never reach the solutions that we all 
so desire so long as we have to 
silence such men in order to do that. 
And history will say, and because 
history cannot be banned I can tell 
you what history will say, that a 
noble voice was silenced when it 
would have been better for us all if it 
had been heard 

I once went to visit him at his 
little shop above the railway lines. 
But he would not let me stay. Instead 
he directed me to the railway reserve 
(right-{)f-way), and I stayed on the 
side of the fence that was in the 
railway reserve and he stayed on the 

side of the fence that was in the 
African Reserve. Because if I had 
been caught in the railway reserve I 
might have been fined ten rand; but 
if I had been caught in the African 
Reserve, who knows what might 
have happened to me! 

There are some people who will 
think that his life was a failure. Some 
will think he went too far and some 
that he did not go far enough. But 
that is not the real story of his life. 
The real story of his life is the story 
of his fortitude. If you win in life, you 
are a successful man. If you lose, you 
are an WlSuccessful man. But if you 
go on whether you win or lose, then, 
you have something more than suc
cess or failure. You keep your own 

soul. In one way Luthuli lost the 
world, but he kept his own soul. 

Although he was silenced, his
tory will make his voice speak again, 
that powerful brave voice that spoke 
for those who could not speak. 

On behalf of the Liberal Party of 
South Africa, many of whose mem
bers have paid the price of their 
beliefs even as he did, I bring sym
pathy for Mrs Luthuli and her fami
ly, for the African people, and for the 
people of South Africa. The sun rises 
and the sun sets, and tomorrow it 
rises again. 

Nkosi sikelel' iAfrika. 
God save Africa. • 

Source: THE LONG VIEW 

BOSNIA/ 
SOMALIA FUND 

Aliran is pleased to inform that we had collected a total sum of$6,156.50 
from friends and Aliran members for the above fund 

This sum (Bosnia Fund S3.STI .50 and Somalia Fund $2.579.00) was 
forwarded to the Malaysian Red Crescent Society vide our letter dated 23 
March 1993. . 

If the Bosnian Fund has more donation, it is because some donors had. 
specifically donated for the Bosnian cause. In all other cases, we had dis
tributed the donation equally between the two funds. 

Listed below are the names of the dooa's: 

Too Shori & Ahnt11d Chik 
T11n Millu Eng 
Stepluml.Aw 
Irene & Syed SluJkir 
Tong Vmg Wye 
Sol«tron Technology Sdn Bhd 
AnonyMous 
Dr HIUIIinua Dcm11 Must4f11 
LtaiYwaPor 
Khoo G11ik Sim 
Edu De Silv11 
IaKhekMui 
Evelyn 

· Dr S Subr~&nuJni~&m 
Alir~&n 

Aliran heartily thanks aU the above donors. 
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RM2,000.00 
RMlOO.OO 
RM16.SO 
RM2,000.00 
RM20.00 
RMtOOO.OO 
RM101.00 
RM200.00 
RMSO.OO 
RM23.00 
RMSO.OO 
RM176.00 
RM20.00 
RMtOO.OO 
RM300.00 



REGIONAL AFFAIRS 

JAPAN AND PEACE IN ASIA 
In March 1993 the Japanese Supreme Court upheld the 
Education Ministry's censorship of school books rejecting 
a lawsuit by a certain historian, Professor Saburo Ienaga 
who had argued that official censorship distorted history 
and whitewashed Japanese war crimes. This decision, 
Japan's financial support for the US-led invasion of Iraq 
as well as its involvement in Cambodia as part of the UN 
Peace Keeping Operations Force, have resulted in a 
heated debate about Japanese militarism. In this article 
DR TAN CHEE BENG urges the Japanese people in 
particular to struggle for peace. The first step in this 
process is a "correct attitude" to history. 

To discuss Japan's contribution 
to peace in Asia, we have to 
begin with the "correct at

titude" to history. This is especially 
so for Japan since the country was 
the aggressor in the Asian- Pacific 
region during the Second World 
War (WWll), and caused the death 
and suffering of countless people in 
the region. The memories of the war 
are still vivid among the people in 
Asia. The recent controversy with 
regards to the use of "comfort 
women" by Japanese soldiers during 
the war shows that the suffering 
caused by the Japanese Imperial 
Anny is still not forgotten, even less 
forgiven. 

To be sure. it is not fair to hold 
responsible the younger generation 
of Japanese today for a heinous 
crime committed by the government 
of the 1930s and 1940s. Neverthe
less. their attitude.on I apan • s role in 
WWII is important By this I mean 
the people of Asia judge the inten
tions of the present government and 
the Japanese people by considering 
the latter's attitude towards the past 
- whether they feel remorse for what 

had happened, and/or whether they 
pledge to uphold peace in the region 
as stated in Japan's Constitution. 

In this respect, it is under
standable that the people in Asia 
have been furious over moves by 
certain people in Japan to distort the 
past. spec if acally, by covering up the 
extent of atrocities committed by the 
imperial army. The massacre of the 
Chinese in Nanjing, for example, 
should not be covered up. 

In fact, all people including 
young students in Japan should be 
told the truth, so that we, Japanese or 
non-Japanese may all learn from his
tory. This is especially important in 
Japan today because of the increas
ing influence of those who promote 
militarism. OnJy with the correct un
derstanding of history can the ordi
nary people be guarded against 
militarist ideology, and be per
suaded to uphold peoce. 

The Japanese people today 
should not feel guilty about the past 
But they should be courageous 
enough to admit and condemn the 
crimes committed by a past regime. 
They should find out the truth about 
what happened dwing WWIJ: how 
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the people in Asia. including the or
dinary innocent Japanese people 
suffered. The Japanese people, in 
fact all people, also should know 
why the United States dropped the 
second atomic bomb so soon after 
the flfSt one. Was it necessary at all? 
Or was it purely vindictive? Or even 
racialistic in motivation? 

The correct attitude to history is 
also important for establishing a 
common ground for C(H)Jlernlion 
and solidarity between people and 
nations. This is so not only for Japan 
and the rest of the people in the Asia 
PaciflC region. it is also true or. say, 
the relation between the Whites and 
the indigenous Indian Americans, 
and the once colonial power and the 
people they formerly colonised. Tile 
people who had once suffered from 
aggression and subjugation should 
not continue to bear hatred against 
the aggressor. But they have the right 
to expect the former aggressor to 
express sincere apologies and to take 
steps to rectify the situation. or at 
least, ensure that peace would be 
observed in the future. 

RecentJy, the Diet passed a bill 
to send Japanese Self Defence For
ces to Cambodia as part of the United 
Nations Peace-Keeping Operation 
Forces (PKO). This move has 
caused much concern within and 
without Japan. This is under
standable given the historical back
ground discussed above. As a 
consequence of this development, 
many people in Asia, as weU as the 
peace-loving people in Japan, are 
anxious whether the principles 
enstuined in Article 9 of the 
Japanese Constitution - namely to 
renounce all wars forever and to 
maintain self-defence forces solely 
for peaceful purposes- have in fact 
been breached. Also. there is con-



cern whether the latest move 
facilitates the consolidation of 
militarist forces within Japan. 

My discussion thus far em
phasizes the need for correct attitude 
to history as a primary basis for 
promoting peace. Put another way, it 
is necessary for Japan to apologize 
and to pay compensation where it is 
due. The people in the rest of Asia 
and the Pacif&e on their part must not 
continue to bear hatred towards 
Japan and the Japanese people. In 
this way we can really leave the 
ghost of WWII behind and move 
forward towards more cooperation 
and solidarity for the cause of peace, 
stability and prosperity. 

Role of NGOs and Peace 
Activists 

It should be borne in mind that 
what the military regime in Japan did 
to the rest of the world dwing the 
wwn had nothing to do with the 
SXKalled "Japanese character". All 
people regardless of their ethnic 
origins are capable of committing 
cruelty. All irresponsible and greedy 
regimes with the means and inten
tion, can draw out the animality in 
man. That is why it is important that 
citizens of a country must play their 
role to ensure that their own 
governments uphold justice 
and peace. The Japanese too 

can contribute to peace by en
suring that their government 
upholds the principles of jus
tice and peace. 

The role of NGOs and 
peace activists is crucial for 
promoting peace. Ultimately 
it is the Japanese people who 
will decide whether Japan will 
l~Jitold the principle of peace, 
as enshrined in the Constitu
tion of Japan, or go on the path 
of increasing militarism. 
Peace is a global concern. and 
so thete should be more 
cooperation between the 
NGOs and peace-loving 
people in J3JXU1 with those in 

The PKO issue, for example, does 
not concern Japan only, but also the 
rest of Asia and the world. In addi
tion, the people outside Japan should 
have the opportunity to know more 
about the pea;e campaigns and the 
active NGOs promoting peace in 
Japan. 

Japan is oow a major economic 
power in the world. Having achieved 
such a status, the rightists in Japan 
naturally argue for militarism to 
protect Japanese economic interest 
world-wide. There is a greater need 
now for peace-loving people in 
Japan and people worldwide to stop 
the trend of militarism. 

Japan should direct its wealth 
towards the cause of peace and 
prosperity in the world. Peace
loving people like to see Japan send 
doctors, engineers, teachers and 
other peace and development 
oriented personnel overseas; not sol
diers. Peace and development 
oriented programmes as well as 
scholarship will cultivate goodwill 
and understanding, and go a long 
way to reduce the image of Japan as 
an economic exploiter. 

In the post Cold War period, the 
Western powers, in particular the 
US, have emerged as the dominant 

forces in the world. Japan can con
tribute to peace by maintaining a 
distance from America and by not 
allowing itself to be made use of by 
the US in the latter's pursuit of 
military and economic dominance. 

Increasing militarism in Japan 
and its military alliance with the US 
is a cause for concern among peace
loving people throughout the world. 
Rather, in the name of peace and 
prosperity for the region, Japan 
should ally itself more closely with 
the people and democratic govern
ments of Asia. It should not be a 
party to war as was the case dwing 
the recent Gulf War. By contributing 
to the cost of the war, Japan had 
become a party to the US-led aggres
sion against the Iraqi people. It 
would have been better for Japan to 
say, contribute money to help the 
victims of war in both Kuwait and 
Iraq than to help fmance the war. In 
my mind, Japan violated its own 
peace constitution by helping to 
finance the Gulf War. 

Buddhism and Japanese 
Culture 

There is also religious and cul
tural dimension as to why Japan and 
the Japanese should strive for peace. 

the rest of Asia and elsewhere. Japanese atrocities in Nanjing: All students of history should be told the truth. 
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Naturally Japan 
also draws its strength 
from its rich cultural 
traditions, of which 
Buddhism plays a cru
cial part. The univer
sal values in 
Buddhism share com
monality with other 
traditions in the rest of 
Asia and the world 
Indeed Japan shares 
many of its religious 
and philosophical 
traditions with its 
neighbours in Asia. 
What is important is to 
transform universal 
values into action, to 
relate values to the ac
tual realization of jus
tice and peace. I say 
justice and peace be
cause there cannot be The JapaneH today: When history is correctly understood, the horrors of militarism can be 
peace without justice. checked. 
There cannot be peace 
when there is con
tinuous dixrimination and oppres
sion, or when a dominant country 
applies double standard in the inter
national arena. 

Education about universal 

ture of non-Japanese people just like 
the rest of Asia should learn more 
about Japan. The greater wealth in 
Japan makes it easier for the 
Japanese government and non
governmental organizations to or
ganize cultural exchange projects 
which can include study tours, re
search, translation of academic and 
literary works, sponsoring in
digenous publications. and many 
others. 

values and their transfonnation into 
social action is thus an important 
way to promote peace. For Japan or 
any country to contribute to peace, 
this cultural dimension is as impor
tant as the actual political action. In 
fact the two are inter-related, that is, 
poUtical action must have a strong Speaking Up For Peace 
cultural basis. At the same time, the 
emphasis on transformation ensures 
that values are related to cwrent 
political realities. It calls for in
dividual and mass participation to 
furtherthecauseof peaccatalllevcls 
- from the level of social relations 
between individuals and groups 
within a country to inter-state rela
tions. 

It is also important to promote 
cultural relations and cultural under
standing between the people in 
Japan and the people in the rest of 
Asia. The people in Japan should 
learn more about the history and cui-

In short, to contribute to peace, 
we have to understand cultural 
values and relate them to social 
reality. It is also desirable to promote 
understanding of one another's his
torical and cultural traditions, be
tween Japanese and non-Japanese 
traditions. 

In conclusion, I have stressed the 
importance of having the correct un
derstanding of history. I have also 
stressed the important role of NGOs 
conducting peace activities, and that 
there should be more cooperntioo 
with NGOs and peace activities out-
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side Japan. especially in the rest of 
Asia. The people in the rest of Asia 
should also have the correct under
standing of history and learn more 
about the current situation in Japan 
including the campaigns for peace 
within Japan. 

In foreign relations, Japan 
should not ally with the US blindly 
especially when Washington seeks 
to domin:ue the world. Instead. 
Japan should acth-ely promote peace 
world-wide. This is in line with the 
spirit of the Japanese Constitution 
and also with Buddhist teachings 
which are ~ to the Japanese 
people. We must transform our 
beliefs for non-violence and peace 
into the politics of everyday Ufe. 

Ultim:ltely Japanese citizens will 
decide whether its government will 
continue to obsetve the pinciples of 
peace enshrined in the Constitution. 
Silence v.ill be taken as consent by 
politicians especially those who 
want more militarism. Hence, 
everyone should speak up for the 
sake of peace in both Japan and the 
rest of the world .• 



INTERNATIONAL POLITICS 

BOMBING OF IRAQ 
Unfounded Pretexts For Aggression 

In the early hours of June 27, 1993, the 
United States fired 23 Tomahawk cruise 
missiles. Target- Iraq's intelligence 
headquarters in Baghdad. Reason • 
retaliation against alleged Iraqi plot to 
assassinate former US President George 
Bush. 
Here we carry some of the responses 
condemning this ~ult. 

We condemn the American missile strike on 
Iraq's intelligence headquarters in Baghdad. 
To claim that firing 23 Tomahawk cruise mis

siles into the city was a retaliation and an act of self
defence invoking Article 51 of the UN Charter, is to insult 
the intelligence of the man in the street. 

To use such might based on an inconclusive allega
tion is ridiculous and utterly uncalled for except to 
achieve an ulterior motive. 

It is, however, not surprising because the US has been 
consistent in using unfounded pretexts for aggression. 
The US has repeatedly flouted all international laws in 
invading, killing, bombing, harassing and desaabilising 
several countries and their governments. 

American aggression against Panama, Grenada and 
Libya are recent enough to be vivid in our minds, but one 
can trace a pattern of US aggression way even before
Hiroshima happened. 

CUBA 
85 years before the US invaded Cuba the US presi

dent then, Thomas Jefferson, said that the US needed to 
'pluck the Cuban apple from the Spanish tree'. Cuba was 
needed to expand the slavery states because the climate 
there was more conducive. 

The battleship USS Main exploded in Havana har
lxu and it was claimed that the Spanish did it and that 
was pretext enough to invade Cuba. To this day there has 
been no evidence that the Spanish blew up the ship. 

MEXICO 
A 'Spot Resolution' was introduced in the US Con

gress which dem<lnded that the president show the spot 

on American soil where Mexican soldiers killed 
American civilians. This could not be done because it 
never happened. However that allegation was used as a 
pretext to invade Mexico from Vera Cruz to Mexico City 
in the valley of Mexico after the US had already carved 
up Texas and California for incorporntion into the US. 

THE TONGKIN GULP RESOLUTION 
The rear admiral who flew over the Tongkin Gulf 

looking for the North Vietnamese shi~ that were sup
posed to have attacked the American shi~ found out that 
there were no North Vietnamese ships and that there was 
no attack on American ships. But such an alleged attack 
was used as a pretext that led to the expansion of the US 
military presence in Vietnam that eventually claimed two 
million Vietnamese lives. 

BENGHAZI 
A Libyan was alleged to have been involved in the 

bombing of a west Gennan discotheque frequented by 
US servicemen in which one American was killed. This 
was used as a pretext by Ronald Reagan to launch aerial 
attacks on Tripoli and Benghazi in Libya on Aprill5, 
1986 which killed more than one hundred persons includ
ing Colonel Gadhafi 's fifteen-year-old adopted daughter. 
It was later found out that a Jocdanian with Syrian con
nections was arrested and confessed to the bombing and 
no Libyan was involved. 

THE NAYIRAH DECEPTION 
In October 1990 a Kuwaiti teenager testified before 

the US Congress that she saw Iraqi soldiers tear babies 
from incubators at the AI-Adan hospital in Kuwait city 
and left them on the cold floor to die. The witness's 
identity was then withheld. This attempt by Geroge Bush 
was to show up the alleged atrocities by Iraqi forces and 
to demonise Saddham Hussein and to influence the Con
gressmen which led to the decision on the Gulf war. 

This was unearthed as a deception when it was dis
covered that the witness was Nayimh, the daughter of the 
Kuwaiti Ambassador to the US and that after the libera
tion of Kuwait an ABC reporter, John Martin, showed 
that the incubator story was almost certainly false when 
he interviewed the hospital doctors who stayed in Kuwait 
throughout the occupation. 

Agai.o the US had acted on an orchestrated pretext to 
influence the decision to launch the Gulf war. 
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And now again the missile attack on an alleged at
tempt to assassinate George Bush does not come to us as 
aswprise. 

America acts ftrst wUJaterally for its own interest and 
then gets its lackeys to voice their support and they do it 
so unashamedly. 

To act in such a matter on any pretext which can be 
cooked up according to one's whims and fancies, sets a 
dangerous precedent that makes no country, especially 
among the small nations, any longu safe. When 
Singapore's former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew called 
for a continued US military presence in East Asia (NST 
15.12.91) one has to study America's aggressive track 
record before going along with iL 

POPULARITY POUS 
Margaret Thatcher's popularity sky-rocketed when 

she waged war against Argentina in the Falklands. 
George Bush's popularity soared when he launched the 
Gulf War and now Bill Clinton's popularity has shot up 
after he used the same strategy. 

All this indicates a very sad phenomenon when a 
political leader gains popularity based on acts of aggres
sion and injustice. Our whole value system is at stake. 

CHRISTIAN-MUSUM CONFUCI' 
After the collapse of the Soviet Block, the whole 

global scenario appears to be caught up in a conflict 
between Christians and Muslims because the super 
power and its main allies are supposed to be Christian 
countries. 

We, the Society for Christian Reflection, would like 
very strongly to dispel this notion, that of a Christian
Muslim conflict, as false because Politics is making use 
of Religion for its own purpose. 

We condemn Bill Clinton's act of aggression against 
Iraq as unjust. irrational and totally unChristian. As a 
group of concerned Christians we do not support such 
actions. 

We call on the Christian people of those powerful and 
developing countries to seriously examine their social 
conscience. At the same time we would like to assure our 
Muslim brothers and sisters that we are on the side of 
justice and fair play. 

Charles Hector. 
President 

(THE SOCIETY FOR CHRISTIAN REFLECnON) 

'BABARIC ACT' 

The recent bombing by the United States of the Irnqi 
Intelligence Agency is an outrageous act.. All 
peace-loving people should condemn the born~ 

ing. Innocent lives had been lost- whether it is six or six 

hundred is not the poinL Children and women had 
perished. It is a barbaric action on the part of the Clinton 
Administration based on mere suspicion that the Iraqi 
Intelligence Agency had plotted to assassinate Cooner 
President George Bush during his visit to KuwaiL 

If the United States Government had the evidence to 
support this alleged plot, then they should have taken up 
the case with the world body, the United Nations. The 
Clinton Administration had no right to take the law into 
its own hands. Hit had been Russia or OUna. ra1hec than 
Iraq, would President Bill Clinton have been that trigger 
happy? 

Our Malaysian Government must ensure that the 
United Nations is not a rubber-st:lmp and a puppet to the 
United States but a neutral body and act as a guardian and 
a protector for the weak and the meek as against the 
powerful and the mighty. 

P BAU.KRJSHNAN 
S.Cretary s.n.tal 

MALAYSIAN HINDU YOUTH COUNCIL 

DASTARDLY ACT OF 
AGGRESSION 

The Just World Trust (JUS'D and the Third World 
Network (IWN) strongly condemn the barbaric 
US missile attack upon B:lghd3c' in the early hours 

of27 June 1993. There have been a few civilian deaths 
as a result of the attack. This <bsurdly act of aggression 
will go down in the history of in~ relations as 
one of the most shameful eX3mplcs of the powerful 
bullying the powerless. 

The US Administration has used one of the flimsiest 
excuses conceivable to justify its aggression. The US. it 
is said, was retaliating against a so<alJed Iraqi plot to 
assassinate former President George Bush during his 
recent visit to Kuwait The alleged plot has not been 
investigated by any intern:llion:ll tribunal. Nor has any 
independent legal authority verifted the truth of the al
legation. A farcical trial of the alleged plotters is, of 
course, in progress in Kuwait clly. The US could not even 
wait for the outcome of that trial! 

The US-Kuwait allegation of an assassination plot 
against Bush should be treated with s:epticism. After all, 
didn't the US and Kuwait fal:ric:ale the stay of 'the 
incubator killings' during the Gulf crisis to justify 
military action against Iraq? Let it not be forgotten that 
the US has a loog and sordid reputation for fabricating 
'incidents· in ordu to legitimise intervention and aggres
sion against other Sb1eS. We now know that the 'Gulf of 
Tonking' incident Yt'aS concocted to enable the US to 
bomb H3n(j 8Qd H:liphong during the height of the 
Vietnam 9r'3f. 
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In any case, what moral right has the US to accuse 
others of plotting to kill one of its leaders? Isn't it true that 
the US, through its Central Intelligenee Agency (CIA) 
has Jx:en active~y involved in assassinating or trying to 
assassmate foretgn heads of government? We know what 
happened to Patrice Lumumba of the Congo, Salvador 
Allende of Oille and Ngo Dinh Diem of Vietnam. We 
know how the CIA has been trying to kill Fidel Castro of 
Cuba and even Saddam Hussein of Iraq. It is the US 
rather than its foes - that plots the assassination of f<Xeign 
leaders! 

Viewed against this backgroWld, the US attempt to 
justify its attack on Baghdad should be dismissed with 
the contempt it deserves. The Clinton Administration it 
is obvious, was just looking for an excuse to bo.;.b 
Ba~ again. Apart from its geopolitical designs in the 
regton, the US government is hoping that its cowardly 
~k on Baghdad would help to boost the standing of 
Prestdent Clinton in the opinion polls, especially since his 
popularity rating has plummeted to such a low level in 
the last few months. 

There is yet m<n diabolical motive behind the attack. 
The US as the sole military superpower of our age, wants 
to show the world that it can do what it wants with 
impwlity. It is above the 'law'.It is a power Wlto itself. 
The whole wliverse should tremble before its might No 
nation in recent times has been more arrogant or more 
haughty in its display of power. 

Since the end of the Cold War, the US has been 
heU-bent on conveying this message of its might to the 
whole of humanity. A number of its actions in interna
tional politics beginning with the Gulf War of 1991 
would prove this point 

In a sense, the attack on Baghdad is also aimed at 
diverting the attention of the American people from the 
economic decline of their own nation. President Clinton 
has shown, in the last6 months since assuming office that 
he is an effete incompetent leader incapble of pulling his 
nation out of its economic morass. Clinton thinks that the 
moral bankruptcy of his leadership will be concealed 
from public view through foolish f<Xeign adventures, like 
a missile raid upon Baghdad. 

It is a pity that he cannot use missiles to restore the 
economic health of his nation or reinforce the moral fibre 
of his people. 

Dr Chandra Muzaffar 
Director 

JUST WORLD TRUST (JUST) 

Hajl S M Mohomod ldris 
Coordinator 

THIRD WORLD NETWORK (TWN) 

VULGAR 
DISPLAY OF MILITARY 

AGGRESSION 
Aliran categorically condemns the recent US missile 

~~on Baghdad, an act which Washington regards as 
a JUStified vengeance against what it claimed as an Iraqi 
plot to kill formec President George Bush. 
~ vulgar display of military aggression by a super-· 

power JS not only unwarranted in a world that's already 
~arred by wars. famine, violence and sheer inhumanity; 
tt also reveals once again an American State whose 
dangerous behaviour befits the cowboy's of the Wild 
Wild West. ' 

If it's true that the Iraqis had allegedly plotted to kill 
Bush and on account of 0\at deserve to be punished, then 
the US government, which in the past had been involved 
in attempted assassinations of a number of Third World 
leaders, not to mention actual assassinations by the CIA, 
must also be made accountable for these crimes as well. 

It is also instructive that this superpower, while it is 
quick at reprimanding certain Third World countries for 
violation of human rights, has in many cases treated the 
socio-cultural rights, politico-economic independence 
and dignity of other peoples, particularly "those in the 
Third World, with utter contempt 
. ~.no less alarming is the fact that the US, (with aU 
tts political arrogance, military might and support of its 
Western aUies), has managed to set some of the world's 
~endas to its favour, and also has increasingly main
tamed double standards when it comes to punishisng 
political culprits and terrorists. 

.This is why, for instance, the Bosnian tragedy - in 
which thousands of human beings have been (and are still 
being) killed, maimed, raped, etc. - has been regarded, 
rather inunorally and unjustly, by the US (and its allies) 
as less urgent than the "Iraqi problem". 

Finally, if it's true that President Clinton, like his 
predecessa- Bush, had proceeded with this State ter
rorism in his desperate attempt to boost his flagging 
political.popularity at home, it is indeed a downright 
despicable deed. 

Dr Mustafa K Anuar 
EXCOMembfH 

AU RAN 
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US ATTACK ON IRAQ 
VIOLATES UN 

CHARTER 
The missile attack on Iraq by the United States is a 

flagrant act of terrorism against a sovereign country. It is 
all the more notorious because it killed unanned, innocent 
~ivilians and destroyed private and public property. This 
tS an act of aggression. 

President Clinton's argument that the Unted States 
had "compelling evidence" is a lie. How could any 
evidence be compelling even before the trial in Kuwait 
of the alleged culprits of the alleged crimes is completed? 
What kind of a lawyer is Clinton who had given judge
ment before the end of the trial? 

It is sickeningly clear that Clinton, in his desperation 
to climb up from the extremely low public mtings at home 
to which he had sunk, had resorted to the dastardly 
expedient act of attacking Iraq. 

A<; Paul F Horvitz said in the Inten"tational Herald 
Tribune of 28 June 1993, "Perhaps no recent president 
stood to gain more politically from using force abroad 
than President Bill Clinton." 

provides for the right of self defence only in the event of 
"an armed attack" against a member country of the UN. 
Iraq has not staged any armed attack against the United 
States. 

What Clinton is doing now is exactly what Bush was 
doing in the US Presidential campaign last year. A Reuter 
report of 29 July 1992 pointed out that Bush was using 
the Iraq issue as a rallying factor in his attempt to get 
re~leclcd. On the very same day another Reuter report 
S31d that the Bush government had just announced that 
US troops would hold 17 days of war games in Kuwait 
beginning on 3 August 1992. 

The ploy was so transparenr that the very next day 
Clinton and AI Gore said that Bush "'as in an "Extraor
dinary panic" about his re- election. 

This was exactly the posillon that Clinton was in 
before the weekend missile attacl on Iraq. He was in an 
"extraon.linary panic" about his reconJ low public mtings 
among the American people. His job approval rating was 
the lowest of any president only five months in office. 

So, what better way to improve his public ratings 
quickly than to tum once agam. as his predecessor had 
done so often, to bullying Iraq? 

This arrogance of power y.;-:c, ""hat the late Arkansas 
Senator J William Fulbright accused President Lyndon B 

John:.on of in the latter's 
policy and actions with 
regard to Viel.nam in the 
1960s. The accusation by 
Fulllfi:;ht the then Chairman 
of the LS Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, can 
no"' be fully and justifiably 
Ievell~ :u Clinton for his 
cnminal :Utack on lrdq to save 
his O\!.TI political skin. 

Actu:llly there's no dif
ference bet'o!.een Bush and 
Clinton: If ever there is any 
little difference. Clinton is 
more co~anlly. 

The Iraq bombing: Clinton needs desperately to climb up from the low public raitngs 
at home. 

With a propensity for 
such disgraceful and illegal 
interrottun:ll behaviour, the 
United Sut~ has no moral or 
poltuc:ll nght to preach about 

Or a<; the Financial Times of London said editorially 
the same day. "President Bill Clinton·s weekend raid on 
Baghdad was a classic exercise in the art of soliciting 
domestic support by running up the flag and demanding 
that everyone salute it. h is hard to justify in terms of 
international law, or any conception of a new world 
onJer." 

Citing Article 51 of the UN Charter for the attack is 
dishonest on the part of the US because Article 51 

hum311 rights to the rest of the 
world. This is especially so ~hen Clinton has cowardly 
backtracked his stand to stop Serb aggression in Bosnia. 

Once again, American hypocnsy and double-stand
ards in foreign policy arc naledly exposed to the whole 
world. 

Hj Mohd Anuar Tahir 
for MALAYSIAN ACTION FRONT 

PETAUNG JAYA 
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HUMAN RIGHTS 

WORLD CONFERENCE ON HUMAN RIGHTS AT VIENNA: 
An Apgraisal 

PART ONE 

THE STAKES INVOLVED 
From the word go, the 
World Conference on 
Human Rights 
encountered problems. DR 
ARIFFIN OMAR who 
attended the conference in 
Vienna, traces the 
background leading to the 
conference, highlighing 
problems in this first of his 
two part articles. 

The World Conference on 
Human Rights was held in 
Vienna from 9th June to 25 

June 1993. For the 2<XX> Non
Governmental Organisations 
(NGOS) from all over the world that 
had planned for months to attend the 
important conference, it seemed like 
a dream come true. In many ways it 
was felt, the outcome of the Con
ference would have a direct effect on 
the future of the human rights of all 
people. It would confront the fact 
that governments throughout the 
world were violating people's basic 
rights every day. The Conference 
would play a major mle in deciding 
whether governments are prepared 
in future to protect those rights and 
accept improved international 
~rutiny of their human rights 
reca-ds. 

This world-level conference was 
called by the General Assembly of 
the United Nations in the aftennath 
of momentous events that changed 
the world in the late 1980s and the 

beginning of the 90s. We have wit
nessed the ending of the Cold War, 
the demise of commwlism and the 
changes in the political framewodc 
and institutions in Africa. Asia, Latin 
America and most of all in Eastern 
EW'Ope. What was the purpose of 
this Conference? An Inter Press Ser
vice release states that the Con
ference should; 

1. review and assess progress 
made in the field of human rights 
since the adoption of the niversaJ 
Declaration of Human Rights in 
1948; 

2. identify obstacles and ways in 
which they might be overcome; 

3. examine the link between 
development and the enjoyment of 
economic, social, cultural, civil and 
political rights; 

4. evaluate the effectiveness of 
United Nations methods and 
mechanisms; 

5. recommend ways to ensure 
adequate financial and other resour
ces for U.N. human rights acitivties. 

Thus it was hoped that this con
ference would see a joint effort by 
both the NGOs and the governments 
to worlc out an acceptable consensus 
on issues of human rights. From the 
NGOs point of view, the conference 
began with the expectation that im
portant issues would be discussed 
and resolved to some degree. 

What were these issues? 
Generally the issues involved 

were no false imprisonment, no tor
ture, no mysterious diSappearances 
at night, no summary executions, no 
exploitation of child labour, no child 
prostitution, no neglect of the dis
abled, no degradation of men and 
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women by letting them rot in hunger, 
destitution and poverty. These are 
nothing new but viewed from a 
global dimension they are indeed 
serious problems that should be rec
tified quickly and internationally as 
it is now becoming clear th3t the 
nation state is far too small to solve 
large problems and too large to solve 
small problems. The solution has to 
be a global solution with the 
cooperation of all nations which 
hopefuly will work together under 
the UN banner to solve these 
problems. 

Preparation for the conference 
weremadeasearlyas 1990whenthe 
General Assembly set up a 
Preparatory Committee (PrepCom). 
PrepCom meetings were open to all 
membergovernmentsoftheU.N.,as 
well as UN agencies and groups that 
deal with human rights and develop
ment. Some categories of NGOs 
dealing with human rights could also 
attend. The PrepCom had its meet
ings in September 1991. 
March/ April and September 1992. 
The final meeting was held in 
Geneva from 19 to 30 April1993. 

In addition there were also a 
series of regional meetings for 
governments with NGOs attending 
as observers. The meeting in Africa ' 
took place in Tunis in November 
1992, followed by the Latin 
American and Caribbean states in 
San Jose, Costa Rica in January 
1993. The Asia Pacific meeting.took 
place in Bangkok from 29 March to 
2 April 1993. The western nations 
did not have a regional meeting be· 
cause they disagreed to a regional 
approach but the Council of Europe 



had a separate interregional meeting 
on human rights in Stra.sbourg in 
January 1993. The regional meet
ings each came up with their own 
declaration of human rights as did 
the Strasbourg meeting. 

What has been the result of all 
these meetings'? Even though impor

political and civil rights but also cui
twa), economic, social as well as a 
host of other rights which now must 
be recognised as important and ac
cepted as such. Hwnan beings 
everywhere have the right to expect 
that with a truly just New World 
Order there will be a new world that 

as well as its other agencies must first 
be rcfonned. Othecwise the Hwnan 
Rights Commissioner would just in
vestigate abuses in the Third World 
and conveniently forget that abuses 
also exist in some western states and 
the United Stntes too. 

It soon became obvious that 
tant issues and lists of 
objectives were dis
cussed in the pre<on
ference meetings, there 
were disagreements 
which had seriously af
fected the work of the 
PrepCom. Even as late 
as September 1992, it 
was not possible 10 
prepare an agenda for 
Vienna and this task had 
10 be left to the UN 
General Assembly. By 
April there was an ill 

"The United tulion• has not bMn •bl• to eel effectively to 
bring an end to mueive human righta violation•." 

some states were 
deliberately out to wreck 
the Hwnan Rights Con
ference in Vienna. The 
United States and its allies 
stressed hea vii y on the 
Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights which was 
dr.lwn up in 1948 but was 
reluct:lnt to accept 
economic, social or cul
tural rights on the same 
level as the Universal Dec-

defined agenda of sorts but there was 
no acceptable draft for the Vienna 
Conference declaration. There were 
serious doubts as to whether the 
PrepCorn could succeed in reaching 
some consensus on the conduct of 
the conference or even on the con
tent of a draft declaration. 

Whatever hopes were pinned on 
the United Nations to solve the 
problems mentioned above were 
severely shakened when Secretary 
General Boutros Boutros Ghali ad
mitted in his last annual statement on 
the wodc of the United Nations: "The 
United Nations has not been able to 
act effectively to bring an end to 
massive human rights violations. 
Faced with the barbaric conduct 
which fills the news media today, the 
UN cannot stand idle or indifferent 
The long term credibility of our Or
ganization as a whole will depend on 
the success of our response to this 
challenge." The sad fact is that at 
times the U.N. has been cynically 
manipulated by some "great 
powers" to be a party 10 hwnan rights 
violations in some countries thnt had 
incwred the wrath of these "great 
powers". 

Furthurmore, the issue of human 
rights today does oot just concern 

·Boutros Boutros Gha/1 

is not based on a military and police 
order but on a set of common values 
which will at least make life more 
just and serene. 

No one can harp incessantly on a 
new deal concerning human rights 
and conveniently leave out the need 
to reform and democratise the 
United Nations itself. The insidious 
manner in which the International 
Monetary Fund and the World Bank 
are being operated to the detriment 
of Third World and developing na
tions as well as the functioning of 
GAIT and the total economic 
monopoly of the world economy en
joyed by the Group of 7 which holds 
the world to ransom must be serious
ly addressed. 

However, it became clear that 
some western countries and in par
ticular the United States were not 
keen to widen the scope and defmi
tion ofhwnan rights and accomodate 
the just demands of the Third World. 
Even more alarming was the cam
paign to insist that there should be 
the creation of an all powerlul 
United Nations Human Rights Com
missioner. Some NGOs such as Am
nesty International were all in favour 
of it Malaysian NGOs accepted the 
idea in principle on condition the UN 
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br:uion of Hwnan Rights. 
This is ironic especially 

when we know that in 1966 the 
United Nations, largely through 
Third World pressure, adopted the 
International Covenant on 
Economic. Soc1al and Cultural 
Rights. Hov.e\'C't the US and its al
lies see human nghts only in terms 
of civil and poliLical rights. Even 
more shocking Y."3S that at the last 
Conference on Hwnan Rights that 
was held in Iran in 1968,the Teheran 
Declaration ga .. -e recognition to 
development as a hwnan right but 
this was igrned by the western na
tions. 

Malaysi:l and some other Third 
World countries felt that the right to 
f<>Od. clothing, shelter, education, 
employment. health and develop
ment should also be classified as 
Hwnan Rights. Some Third World 
states can h.1rdJy feed, clothe, ecdu
cate and pro .. 'ide health facilities, 
much less even employment for their 
own citizens. Therefore equal em
phasis must be given to these issues 
that affect Third W <X"Id and develop
ing states. However, if these issues 
were occepted as part of hwnan 
rights then it would call for the 
restructuring of the UN and its agen
cies as weU as other international 
agencies mentioned earlier in order 



to fulfill the just aspirations of Third 
World and developing states. 

Another category of nation states 
claiming to be cultw'ally different 
from the west. demanded that human 
rights must be seen in the context of 
the respective state's culture and 
should not be a form of western im
position on any particular state. 
These states insisted on their 
peculiar definition of hwnan rights 
that would give them leeway to 
detain without trial, torture prisoners 
and indulge in other practices that 
violate the spirit and essence of 
hwnan rights that are enshrined in 
the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, totally disregarding the fact 
that the spiritial and religious values 
of all religions value respect for the 
environment, the sanctity of life and 

the rights of the individual as well as 
the community. 

Thus we see the differing view
points in this all important con
ference on hwnan rights. Therefore 
it would come as no surprise that 
there were allegations of some 
government delegations arriving 
with a secret agenda to sink the con
ference if they did not get what they 
wanted. From an objective view
point, this would seem to be the case. 
For most western countries, if the 
conference failed, at the very least 
the Hwnan Rights CQnventions of 
the past years would still stand un
changed and this in itself would be a 
significant victory for them as the 
status quo would remain. This would 
mean that cultural, economic and so
cial rights as well as the right to 

development would still be marginal 
issues in comparison to civil and 
political rights that are held in high 
esteem by the United States and 
some western countries. 

For countries that would prefer 
to see a balance between civil and 
political rights, the failure of the con
ference would put them at a disad
vantage for they would be judged by 
Conventions that seem to favour the 
west and put them in the dock. It is 
in the shadow of such a fear the the 
Vienna Conference took place with 
the arrival of both the government 
and the NGO delegations. • 

NEXT ISSUE: Part 2 SPANNER 
INTHEWORKS 

DOMINATION 
Greatest threat to human rights 

A total of60 
Non-Governmental 
Organisations (NGOs) 
were allowed to speak at 
the plenary session of the 
World Conference on 
Human Rights held in 
Vienna. The Asian 
Cultural Forum on 
Development (ACFOD) 
was one of the NGOs. 
Below is the speech of Dr 
Chandra Muzaffar. 

It is significant that this World 
Conference on Human Rights is 
being held in 1993, the year of the 

World's Indigenous Peoples. The 
tragedy of indigenous peoples is the 
truth about human rights. For the 
indigenous peoples of the world -
especially of the Americas- were the 

i , 

Demonstrators protesting over the UN' a lack of initiative in tackling the 
woes of disadvantaged groupa at the Vienna International Centre. 

fust victims of colonial domination, 
violence and cxtcnnination. 

Domination, whatever its 
guises, was, and is, the greatest 
threat to the human rights or 
human beings everywhere. 

In the case of the indigenous 
peoples of the Americas, colonial 
domination, expressed through the 
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wrath of war and the ravages of 
epidemics, reduced a highly cultured 
population of a 100 million to a mere 
10 million within a century of 
Colwnbus' voyage. It was the cruel
lest cultural genocide in hwnan his
tory. 

Colonial power also subjugated 
the magnificent civilisations of the 



South ... t Asa.n NGO repr ... nwtlvM m..c to discuss strategiM. 

Ollnese, Indians, Africans, Arabs, 
and Tw'ks amongst others. In the 
course of a 100 years, from 1815 to 
1914, it wiped out 50 million men, 
women and children in the colonial 
South. Indeed. wilhin the first half of 
this centwy Western colonialism 
destroyed everyone of lhe rights 
which came to be eulogised in the 

Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights of 1948. This is wby the 
greatest human rights struggle ol 
~ century was undoubtedly the 
struggle olmiJUoos and millions of 
colonised people to free themsel
ves from the yoke ol colonial op
pression. 

Since lhe Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, the colonial power 
of the past has reswrected itself in 
new fonns of domination and con
trol, more subtle and m<n sophisti
cated but no less destructive and 
devastating. A global system has 
emerged which allows superpowers 
and superstates to wage wars. oc
cupy f<nign territories, invade alien 
lands, impose economic sanctions, 
usurp natural resources. manipulate 
tenns of trade, suppress industrial 
growlh,lhwart technology transfers, 
perpetuate crippling debts - wilh 
maximum impunity and minimum 
accountability. 

It is a system which, because of 
its dominant pattern of development, 
will simply watch m<n than a 100 
million children die from illness and 
malnutrition in the 1990s. It is a sys
tem which, because of its harsh debt 
servicing requirements, will allow 
625,CXX> infants to perish every year 
in Asia, Africa and Latin America. 

It is partly because of an unjust 
global system that apartheid has con
tinued to exist f<l" so long in South 
Africa- epitomising, as it were, the 
apartheid in the global system itself. 
It is largely because of a global sys
tem which legitimises the monopoly 
of power by a handful of superstates 
that 5 million Palestinians have been 
forced to endure so much pain and 
suffering for more lhan 40 years as 
lhey struggle to regain the dignity of 
a homeland. It is mainly because of 
the machiavellian power-play and 
deeprooted religious prejudices of 
certain important states in the global 
system that Bosnia-Herzegovina can 
happen. The failure of European and 
Western governments to procect a 
small, peace-loving community 
yearning roc freedom. from sense
less slaughter at the hands or a vi
cious aggressor will remain an 
indelible mark of shame on the brow 
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of a civilization which 
has never ceased to 
preach human rights. 

Bosnia-Herzegovi 
na reveals the corrup
tion and perversion of 
an immoral global sys
tem incapable of 
defending right against 
wrong. It is lhis system 
and lhe terrible injus
tices it perpetrates upon 
humanity - and oot just 
the nation-state and its 
violations of human 
rights - which should 
concern each and every 
human being on earth 
roday. Let each and 
everyone of us admit 

lhat the present unjust, iniquitous 
global system which has metamor
phosed through 500 years of 
Wesaem dominance is one of the 
major violalors of human rights in 
the last decade of the 20th century. 

This is why human beings 
everywhere should help forge a 
powerful people's movement 
against those structures, attitudes 
and w<l"ldviews which perpetuate 
global domironce. Such a move
ment should strive f<l" the 
democratisation of the UN and its 
organs and agencies and the creation 
of new institutions and arrangements 
which reflect the genuine aspirations 
of the entire human family. Let 
Vienna give birth to that global 
movement for global justice. 

Dear brothers and sisters, as we 
leave behind the most violent cen
tury in hum:m history, as we enter a 
new millennium. let us pledge to 
work togethez f<l" the human rights 
of all human beings everywhere. Let 
that pledge become the bond that 
Wljtes hWTl3nity. Let our struggle for 
a just w<l"ld be our promise to 
posterity. And, if we want to keep 
that JXOOlise, let lhe word go forth 
from this place, that we shall act 
NOW to protect the futw-e of the 
children of Bosnia-Herzegovina. • 



ENVIRONMENT 

Hypocrites jumping onto the 
'green' bandwagon 

Mouthing virtues of ecology and contributing towards 
eeoc ide 

There has been a definite 
'green' awakening in the 
last decade. Many 
politicians and busin~ 
people have also turned 
'green'. But, as FAN YEW 
TENG asks, have these 
people turned 'green' 
because they genuinely 
believe in the 'green' cause 
or have they calculated 
that they can also make 
profits by claiming to have 
turned 'green'? 

~environmental Earth Swn-
1 ~tin Rio has come and gone. 

The Rio meeting had been 
billed as the biggest gathering ever 
organised and held Tens of 
thousands of people - presidents, 
prime ministers, ministers of 
governments, bureaucrats, environ
mentalists and jownalists - were 
there for the jamboree. 

Conferences, meetings, press 
sessions, tons of reports, heaps of 
papers, chains of resolutions were 
there. Our Prime Minister, Dr 
Mahalhit, was there. So was George 
Bush. whom Greenpeace, the en
vironmental activist organization, 
had termed "the environmental 
degenerate". 

To what extent was the Rio Sum
mit a success? In what areas did it 
fail? A good nwnber of reports, 

analyses and evaluations will no 
doubt be churned out in the coming 
months and years. In fact, some ten
tative ones have already been made. 

Perhaps it would be useful, while 
we wait for the more pennanent ver
dicts to come out, for us to go baclc 
to some basics of the envirorunental 
debate. What were and are the values 
and principles underlying the grow
ing environmental consciousness 
and movement that we see today? 

After all, almost everybody from 
the highest to the most ordinary is 
paying homage to the concept of 
'sustainable development'. 

Some years ago, someone even 
. had the foresight to compile into a 
book quotations and injW'ICtions 
from major religions and cultures on 
the need for a sane environment I 
am not a particularly religious per
son, but if the scripture lessons in 
school still serve me well, although 
I am not a Ovistian, there was men
tion of 'the birds in the air' and 'the 
lilies of the field' . 

And. although I am not a Mus
lim, I am invariably filled with ad
miration whenever I see how many 
forms and manifestations of Islamic 
architecture have been built to blend 
in so harmoniously with the natural 
environment. as indeed I have seen 
in India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, 
Tw'key and Eygpt. 

The A"ogant Worldview 

The scientific revolution of the 
17th century ushered in a scientific 
attitude and a scientific method 
based on a rather arrogant 
worldview. The new worldview 
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then asswned the universe to be 
made up of indivisible atoms and 
void space. The assumption was that 
by understanding the laws that 
guided the Cosmos, hwnan beings 
could dominate Nature and shape it 
to the will of human intelligenCe. 

The arrogant and dangerous fal
lacy was that hwnan intelligence 
was always equivalent to human 
wisdom and that hwnan wisdom was 
always supreme. 

Of course, this in turn led to the 
assumption that the so~ed 'en
lightened self-interest' of humans 
would solve all our problems 
humanely, without realising that 
self-interest would seldom be en
lightened 

The scientific method thAt ac
companied the arrogant worldview 
was analytic. It sought to divide all 
problems into smaller ones, and by 
overcoming each problem to over
come all problems. 

From such a simplistic view of 
reality a small jump was made to the 
notion of the survival of the fittest, 
whether in the natural world or in the 
social, economic and political 
worlds of humans. 

Of course, this notion had 
received its first impetus from the 
voyages of Colwnbus beginning in 
1492. The world was to be con
quered, Nature was to be controlled, 
and the natives were to be exter
minated or at least made into slaves. 

The wisdom handed down to this 
very day is that society is considered 
to be made up of individuals that 
organize lhcmsel ves through a social 
contrnct in order to promote their 



self- interests more efficienUy, and. 
more ruthlessly, if necessary. 

Hence the birth of the idea of 
~ as being the production of 
MORE, BETIER, FAS1ER goods 
for consumption, very often for 
consumption's sake. 

Ironically, and tragically, com
munism, which claimed to offer a 
drastic allemalive to all this mad
ness, soon enough was seduced by 
the very same idea of progress. 
Hence the emphasis on heavy in
dustrialization almost from the very 
start. The road to radioactive waste 
disasters in the Soviet Union in the 
1950s and the 1960s was laid; it led 
of course to Chemobyl just as the 
same road led to a series of nuclear 
disasters in the We& and in the 
Pacific controlled by the West 

Trying to DominaJe NaJure 
The received wisdom decreed 

that Nature was always in the back
ground, always obedient to the law 
of human beings. Natwe was never 
treated as an actor by itself, only the 
recipient of the actors upon its stage. 

Nature, with its bounty and its 
beauty, was to be manipulated, to be 
controlled, to be dominated by 
humans. 

Only within the last few decades 
has it dawned upon us that Nature is 
a reactive being, not merely a pas
sive being. Natwe has a life and 
dynamism of its own. The analytic 
method was ill- equipped to under
stand the humbling fact that human 
beings are not the centre of the 
world. The atomistic conception of 
being failed to understand this fun
damental truth. 

Thus, in North America and 
Europe decades of heavy industry 
have released untold amounts of pol
lutants into the atmosphere. The 
reward is acid rain fouling the rivers 
and devastated forests. 

Only now are we beginning to 
realise that biological systems are 
interrelated and interdependent parts 
of the whole ecological system. 
Only now are we beginning to ac-

knowledge the holistic view of life 
in the universe. 

Economics, technology, social 
development, ethics and politics can 
only function meaningfully in the 
context of an appropriate environ
mental ethos. Such a character will 
have to acknowledge that human 
beings are only participants in the 
natural world: they are not the 
masters and rulers of this natural 
world. 

However, as the Rio Summit has 
shown us, there are still those who 
think and wish otherwise. There are 
still ~me who would like to imagine 
that in their »<:aaled New World 
Order, profits must come before a 
liveable environment These people 
are still taking lighUy N~'s 
revenge. 

The Green Bandwagon 
There has been a 'green' 

awakening throughout the world in 
the last decade. There is no question 
about that. We can see that in the 
increasing number of NGOs which 
are committed in one way or the 
other, to one degree or another, to the 
cause of ecology in both the 
developed and developing world. 
The media and the schools are 
paying more attention to it. 

However, there is a danger. Side 
by side with, and possibly because 
of, this universal 'green' awakening, 
many politicians and business 
people have jumped on the 'green' 
bandwagon. Never really committed 
or intending ever to commit to the 
'green' cause, they are mouthing the 
virtues of ecology even as they are 
contributing towards ecocide. 

This phenomenon of hunting 
with the ecocidal hounds and run
ning with the ecological hares is 
universal, not being confmed to one 
country or region or cultwe. 

What we see therefore are the 
practice of eco-IiJ}'service and that 
of eco-hypocrisy. The unresolved 
problem of nuclear wastes and tox.ic 
wastes on an international scale is 
only one very clear-cut example. 
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The tragedy of Bhopal in India 
Jcilled about 2,500 people and in
jured at least another 200,000 
people. Wars and genocides have 
taken and are taking their heavy toU 
on the ecology. 

Malaysia played a very active 
role at the Rio Summit and at meet
ings prior to it But are our Penans 
and our Orang Asli really given a 
free choice by the very politicians 
who are logging against them'? 

Are the people of Buk.it Merah 
being helped by the authorities in 
their struggle again~ the activities 
and profitable enterprises of Asian 
Rare Earth'? After all, the Perak 
government is a shareholder, ~ is 
Tabung Haji. . 

In the name of ecotourism and 
development, are we really not 
raping the people and Nature in 
Langkawi and Pulau Redang'? Who 
really benefits from the golf COW'Ses 

that are being endlessly opened up in 
Malaysia? 

We are all for recycling. Recy
cling paper is one good example. But 
are the many bundles of old 
newspapers dumped freely and free
of -charge at the offices of some lead
ing newspapers put to good use for 
the cause of ecology itselfl Or are 
they helping these very newspapers 
to make even greater profits in the 
form of frivolous advertisements 
and so-called soci.:ll reports of com
panies and MNCs'? 

The question is: Have these 
people twned 'green' because they 
genuinely believe in the 'green' 
cause or because they have calcu
lated that they can ~ make profits 
by claiming to tum 'green''? 

New Concepts 
With the 'green' awakening, we 

must also come up with new con
cepts of development This eco
development mu~ be buttressed by 
an eco-philosophy, an eco-technol
ogy and an eco-education. And as 
we go along, wemustcontinuetoask 
que&ions. We cannot afford to take 
anything or anybody for granted. • 



JUSTICE 

The Jeli Incident 
1 0.15 am, 26 April 1993 

Following repeated encroach
ments into their traditional 
lands, the Jahais of Kampung 

SW'Igei Manolc. Pos Rual in Jeli were 
engaged in an encounter with six 
Kelantan locals recently. Four of the 

of 1,630 acres were given TOL 
(Temporary Occupation Licence) 
status by the Kelantan government 

Since the late 1970s however, 
the Jahais have had to contend with 
encroaclunents into their land, fltSt 

Th,.. of the nine eccuaecl being led out of the poUc:e van to attend the 
second mention. 

encroachers succumbed to injwies 
sustained in the skirmish. Nine 
Jahais have been charged with cul
pabale homicide not amounting to 
murder. 

The Jahais, an ethno-linguistic 
sub-group of Negrito (or Semang) 
Orang Asli, are one of the earliest 
peoples in Malaysia They number 
about 870 today and live in the north
em parts of Kelantan and Pernk. 

The community in Kampung 
Sungei Manok is one of five which, 
since 1972, have been asked by the 
Department of Orang Asli Affairs 
(JHEOA) to relocate in the Post Rual 
area. In 1976, the land was approved 
for gazetting as an Orang Asli 
reserve but to date it has not been 
gazetted yet However in 1988 a total 

by loggers and later by non-Orang 
Asli seUlers from neighbouring dis
tricts. According to reliable soW"CeS, 
in 1980 and 1990 in particular, non
Orang Asli settlers had encroached 
and 'acquired' parts of Jahai lands. 

Events leading to the 
Incident 

Since early 1992, some 20,<XX> 
hectares of 'state lands' have been 
encroached upon by illegal seUlers 
in Kelantan, especially in traditional 
Orang Asli areas of Gua Musang, 
Kuala Krai and Jeli. This was due in 
part to the PAS-government's policy 
of giving district offices the 
authority to approve land applica
tions involving less than 4 hectares 
each. As such there was a surge of 
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land applications in the state, espe
cially in areas where forest lands 
were made more accessible by log
ging tracks. The areas around Pos 
Rual were not spared. 

In March this year, there was a 
cholera outbreak in the settlements 
which claimed the lives of six J ahais. 
The Jahais of KampW'Ig Sungei 
Manok were asked by the JHEOA to 
vacate their settlement in an attempt 
to stem the disease. They stayed in 
Jeli for about a month. 

The Incident 
Soon after they returned to their 

settlement. i.e. on 25 April 1993, a 
Kelantan local carne to the settle
ment and aggressively asked the 
J ahais to move out of the area, claim
ing he had bought the land and lhat 
the land was now his. The Jahais 
stood their ground, despite the 
abuses and threats levelled at them. 
He gave them one day to move out 
and warned them that he would be 
coming with his friends the next day. 
The Jahais had a meeting that night 
and decided that they will not move. 

At about 10.15 am on Monday, 
26 April six of them came in a van to 
the edge of the settlement (the press 
reports however maintain that there 
wre 5 of them altogether). The sup
posed 'leader' ofthegroupcallcdout 
for the headman in an angry tone. 
Two of them then went to the seUle
ment proper, brandising long knives. 
The 'leader' of the group insisted 
that the J ahais move out lhat very 
moment itself. 

The situation was very tense and 
highly charged, though the Jahais 
made attempts to reason with the 
intruders. According to Jahai 
eyewitnesses and as contained in the 
police cautioned statements, the 



fight broke out when the "leader" of 
the intruders turned abusive and at
tempted to stab the Jahai penghulu 
with a parang. At this instant. the 
other Jahai quickly acted to stop the 
attacker, grabbing his anns and legs. 
In the process, the JXUallg feU and cut 
aJahai lad on his ann. Enraged at the 
thought that their headman was to be 
seriously hanned, the Jahai men then 
accosted the intruders. 

OfflciaUy, the charge sheets and 
the press reports state that three of 
the intruders died as a result of in-

The remauung nine were 
charged with culpable homicide not 
amounting to murdec under Sections 
304 and 34 (common intention) of 
the Penal Code. Bail of RMS,<XX> 
each in one surety was set by the 
court. However, being unable to 
raise the amount. they were to 
remain in remand until the second 
mention on 23 May. 

By then legal assistance f<X" the 
nine Jahais had already been <X'· 
ganised. However, it was only at the 
third mention on 29 May (to hear an 

Wlv• and children of five of ttt. nine accuaed. 

juries sustained and blow-dart 
poisoning. However, our initial in
vestigations reveal that four actually 
died as a result of the incident At this 
jWlCture, we can only speculate as to 
why information on the death of the 
fourth local is being withheld. 

As soon as the incident hap
pened, one of the Jahais went, with 
the JHEOA teacher from Pos Rual, 
to make a police report, as weU as to 
inform the JHEOA offJCe in Jeli. 
While he was at the latter, the police 
went to the settlement and made 
eleven arrests. 

In Court 
The eleven were held in remand 

until the flt'St mention in the Kota 
Bharu Sessions Court on 11 May 
1993. Two were released then: the 
penghulu and the lad who was hit on 
the ann. 

appeal for reduction in bail and to 
decide the lawyers f<X" the accused) 
that the nine were released on bail. 
Bail- in the form of property charged 
to the cowt - was posted by a local 
businessman known for his concern 
for the Orang Asli. 

Hearing for the case has been set 
for 15-17 August 1993. However, it 
is likely that the hearing will take 
longer than the three days allocated. 
Postponements are also not ruled 
out 

The Issues 
While the case pending in the 

cowt is one of culpable homicide not 
amounting to murder, we believe 
that there are more issues at stalce. 

For one, encroachment into 
Orang Asli lands is a long-standing 
issue, with the authorities reluc13nt 
or unable to take any action. In some 

cases, it is theft of their forest resour
ces (timber, rattan) and their fruits 
(especiaUy petai); in most others, it 
is the theft of their traditional lands. 
Orang Asli have made many com
plaints to the relevant autlxxities (in
cluding JHEOA. the district office 
and the police). Unfortunately, there 
has been no concrete move made to 
protect their rights.. 

The Jeli incident is therefore an 
imp<X'tant test case f<X" the Orang 
Asli. It promises to discuss pivotal 
implications f<X' Orang Asli rights to 

land and to protec
tion from the 
various laws and 
goverrunent agen
cies. 

The 79 Jahais in 
19 families are still 
residing in their set
tlements, and are 
detennined to 
protect their land. 
The threat of a con
viction - and pos
sible jail tenns of up 
to 20 years - how
ever still loom over 
the 9 accused. 

The J ahais are 
fortunate to have 

the services of two capable lawyers 
who, impa1ant in this circwnstan
ces, feel for the Orang Asli. 

For further information on the 
case, please contw:t the Center f<X" 
Orang Asli Concerns at 86B, Jalan 
SS24/2. 47301 Petaling Jaya.. 
Source: COAC 
(1993 is the UniUd Nations 
International Y uu for tM 
World's lndigtMUS Peoples
Will il bring tlumjustice? 
Or will il be rtmtmbered • lilu 
all tlu otlur prt~ious 
International Ytars- as 
something that began with much 
promise and hope but ended 
without ochuving anything 
meaningful for tlu people who 
really deser11e sonuthing better 
to compensate for aU these 
thcades of neglect and abuse'! -
Editor] 
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CURRENT 
CONCERNS 

CALL FORA 
REVIEW OF THE 
CONSTITUTION 

Aliran welcomes the call by the 
Dewan Rakyat Speaker Tan Sri 
Mohamed Zahir Ismail for a com
mittee to review the Constitution. 
While a review is necessary, this 
should be done with the purpose of 
critically examining laws such as 
the Internal Security Act, the Of
ficial Secrets Act, Printing Presses 
and Publications Act, the Police 
Act and other such legislations 
which curb the rights of 
Malaysians with a view to abolish
ing them. 

What is needed is not a com
mittee but a judicial Commission 
consisting of our most senior 
judges to review all the laws made 
in the 30 years that affect our fun
damental rights and liberties. The 
Commission should be involved in 
serious deliberations concerning 
the Constitution and not just sup
port the call for a simple majority 

to deal with "petty and trivial" is
sues, or sort out the government's 
problems with democracy. 

Ali ran feels that any issue dis
cussed in Parliament cannot be 
considered to be "petty and trivial" 
especially as it involves the inter
ests of the rakyat even if the dis
cussion centres on the setting up 
of a Police Commission and more 
so when the issue involves allow
ing a chief minister to be a mini
ster while being a state assembly 
member. In such an instance there 
will be a conflict of interests. Par
liament is not a statutory body of 
the government but a supreme 
law making body in Malaysia and 
must be respected as such. 

Therefore the call to set up a 
committee solely for the purpose 
of defining what issues are petty 
and trivial should be treated with 
extreme caution by Malaysians. 

28 July 1993 

Dr Arifjua Otn1JT 
President 
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Pre8ent laws are inadequate to 
I· protect heritage buildinge. 

PRESERVING 
HISTORICAL AND 

HERITAGE BUILDING 
Ali ran welcomes the call by the 

deputy minister of the Ministry of 
Housing and Local Government to 
enact standardised state laws 
protecting historical and heritage 
buildings. It is a fact that the 
present legislation is inadequate 
to prevent the destruction of his
torical sites by developers and 
others who feel that financial 
gains far outweigh historical im
portance. 

In this connection we call upon 
the government to live up to its 
stated desire to protect historical 
and heritage buildings by sparing 
the Merdeka Stadium which has 
immense historical significance 
since it was the site where mer
deka was declared in 1957. 

Only by matching deeds with 
words can the government con
vince the rakyat that it is truly 
sincere in trying to preserve sites 
of historical importance for all 
Malaysians. 

28 July 1993 

Dr Atiffua Otn1JT 
President 



Barisan Abuses 
Parliamentary 
Democracy 

The Constitution Amendment Bill was 
passed. That was no surprise. Given the 
Barisan's more than two-thirds majority, it 

was after all a foregone conclusion. 
But the surprising thing was the manner in 

which the Bill was tabled. It was tabled, without 
any notice. Not even a single day's grace was given 
to the MPs as a matter of courtesy or as a matter 
of respect for parliamentary democracy. 

No explanation was put forward as to why 
Standing Order 48 had to be invoked in order to 
rush straight into the second reading debate of the 
Constitution Amendment Bill. 

Not only the entire nation was kept in the darlc. 
but even the M.Ps, the very representatives of the 
people numbering only 180 were not privy to the 
contents of the proposed constitutional amend
ments. 

This being the case, it is logical to ask in whose 
interests were the constitutional amendments 
proposed? 

Why were these amendments clothed in 
secrecy and rushed through post-haste when there 
was no doubt as to their passage given the 
Barisan's overwhelming majority in parliament? 

Why couldn't the MPs be given adequate 
ooticc and the public the opportunity to discuss and 
debate the Bill? Isn't that the essence of a 
democracy to be informed, to be heard, to be fair, 
to be ethical, to be accowllable? 

It is a foolish notion to insist that democracy 
simply means a parliamentary majority. It is more 
than that Symbols and slogans are not the 
mainstay of a democracy. Tile Barisan govern-

ment may not have been procedurally incorrect in 
what it did in this instance but it did not do so 
democratically. 

What democracy arc we talking about when 
there is no open discussion of a Bill? What 
democracy is this that excludes the people from 
having a say in the democratic process? It is as if 
the right to debate a Bill belongs exdusively to the 
elected politicians. 

We have said it before and we say it again. 
"It may be worthwhile to remember that Par

liamentary Democracy is not the primary concern 
of only the elected parliamentarians. It concerns 
the entire nation. Parliamentary Democracy re
quires the participation of the people. Only then 
will people care for Parliamentary Democracy; 
only then will it be meaningful to them; only then 
would they want to defend it for they will see 
themselves as having a stake in Parliamentary 
Democracy." 

As it is, July 19, 1993 will go down as a 
shameful episode in the annals of parliamentary 
history. It is a day when parliament was used to 
serve and safeguard selfish party interests, more 
specifically UMNO Baru 's interest in Sabah. 

And, hopefully, Malaysians will remember 
that the entire exercise in passing these constitu
tional amendments had nothing to do with the 
welfare of the people or the nation. 

P Ramakrishnon 
EXCOMember 

28 July 1993 




